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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Check

a

Century Boot Shop.
C L Morang—Dry goods.
A Hols—Bakery.

Pon’t run around paying jour bills in currency when 1you can
just as well send a check.
So trouble about making change when you pay by check.
No dispute can ever arise about a paymeut made by check. The
bank, after cashing it, hands it back to you, making an indlsputeable receipt
Xo danger of losing money, or being robbed of It when you put
*
it in the bank and pay by check.
Less temptation to spend It If it’s in the bank instead of in
your pocket
You’re money ahead and leave worry behind when you have a

i

j
j

checking

ail of Bar Harbor.

Clrone’s hotel.
Notice of foreclosure—George W Bassett.
Proposals—State^ilghway bonds.
Business notice—Miss Sadie Rav.
Commissioner’s notice—Est B E Tracy.
Klark-Urban Co.
Edgar R Page—Bides.
Election ballot.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT BLL8WOBTH POSTOmCB.

In

effect June 23, 1913.
MAILS BBCBIYBD.

Fbom Wbst—*6.56, *11.16 a m: 4.21, 56.18 p m.
Fbom East—12.24,5.36 and 11.07 p m; Sunday
at 10.07 p. m.

account at the

BURRILL NATIONAL

BANK, of

v

MAIL CLOSBS AT POSTOYF1CB

Going Wbst—11.45 a. m; *8.45, *5 and *9 p
Going East—6JO a m; 8.45 and 5.46 p m.

Ellsworth

m.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

an

hour before mail closes,

*D»ily, Sunday Included. 5Daily, except
Sunday; Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.
G. R. Hadlock, ot Isles lord,
worth

was

in Ells-

Tuesday.

Mrs. Harvard Greely is spending this
week with (riends in Greene.
Miss Alice Dresser, of Springvale, is the
guest of Mrs. Fted L. Mason.
Mrs. P. H. Bonzey and her son, Richard
Doyle, are visiting in Lewiston.

Within Mail Box Distance

Alton P. Royal left Saturday tor a week’s
vacation in Boston and vicinity.
Miss Belle Gibbs, of Auburn, is the
guest of Dr. C. H. Gibbs and wife.
Miss Lillian Russell, of Warren, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Austin K. Russell.

This bank Is as near to you as your mall bo*. No matter
how tar away you live, you can bank with ns by mail as
easily as it in person, and in tall knowledge tbst your
money will bo absolutely eate in our keeping.
Thousands
of our patrons are enjoying this by-raall service of ours.
Ask how we can best serve VOl'.

|

GLASS OR SILVER

V* hf? relieving new import orders ol chin* this week, among which goo
kill find ju*t whatjyhu want.
Alter no small amount o( effort till our part, we have secured some Urictly
new, high-grade china at a medium price.
We are making special law prioes on silver and cut glsas which we are sure
will interest every purchaser.
Look tor oae name m every article; it assures quality.

Agents for Victor Talking Machines.
E. F. Robinson Co.
ELLSWORTH, ME.
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O. W. TAPLEY

I Fire Insurance i
=

1

ME.

ELLSWORTH,
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Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before if is too Late
Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi

ately.

insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are bandied by

C. W. & F. L. MASON. Insurance, Real Estate.
Property

owners will be

protected from fire by placing their

Fire Insurance
with E. J.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

HARK-DOWN
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styles
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this

SALE.

LOAN

Collateral end Commerdsl

Alto dernier* In

C. C. BURRILL & SOM,

SALE

Paper.
..

and ascertained strength.

16 State St, Ellsworth, Me.
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Bev. Frederick Pallidino, district superbeen a guest at the Methodist parsonage for a few days, leaving for his cottage at Marlboro Wednesday morning, accompanied by Rev. T.
S. Rosa, wife and granddaughter.

intendent, has

John Hardwick, wife and infant eon—
John Foster—of Montreal, are visiting
Mrs. Hardwick's parents, Austin M.
Foster and wife.
Mrs. D. L. Yale, of
Chicopee, Mass., who has been visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Foster, returned

yesterday.
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The UNION TRUST COMPANY of
.alof
& jrplua and Profits,
Stockholders’ Liabilities,

son

iienja-

and little (laughter Margaret, left
for a visit in Anborn and Lynn,
Mass., accompanying her mother, Mrs.
A. A. Gowell, of Lynn, and her aunt, Mrs.
George E. Kinney, of Auburn, who have
been visiting here.

man

m

setts.

Miss Margaret Hall, daughter of Judge
and Mrs. Henry M. Hall, of this city,
leaves next Monday tor Staunton, Va., to
enter the Mary Baldwin school for young
ladies.

Misses Elisabeth A. and Alma F. Silsby,
of Cambridge, Mass., and their aunt, Mrs.
Alma R. Whittemore, of Bangor, are occupying the Richards homestead on Bridge
hiU for a short time.
Mrs. Caro Baldwin, of Philadelphia,
and Mrs. Carrie Stickney, of Belfast, sister and niece of Mrs. Lucy Jellison, were
her guests the first of the week. They
left to-day for Belfast.
The Foresters will hold their next
regular meeting Sept. 9. A large attendance is desired, as businoes of importance
will come before the court. A banquet
will follow the initiation.

§

bank

*100,000

■=

*100,000

*100,000
f:3i

protective capital for depositors ol over (300,000 with reof over (1,600,000 provides both safety and service ol the
highest standard.
This is a convenient bank lor the people ol Hancock and
A

jf,:'
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Util

sonrces
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Washington counties to do business with. Our directors are
interested in the affairs of these connties. Their aim is to
stimulate and assist in the business interests of Hsnoock and
Washington counties. It is a home bank intended to stimulate
home industries and home enterprises. We are interested in
every corporation, mercantile Arm and individual. As our business increases every year, it is proof sufficient of the
satisfactory
service we render. If you are not a customer already, we invite
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Union Trust Company of Eflsworth, Me.
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this week

“Look
much

most to your

in,

comes

if

more

day morning, lightning struck a spruce
tree near the house of Howard A. Walker,
on Bay View street. The bolt was peculiar,
ig that it made no mark on the tree until
some two or three feet from the ground,

at which

point

the tree

was

splintered

though the lightning had
come down inside the tree and then burst
outward. From this point the lightning
ran to the ground and then radiated from
the base of the tree, following the surface roots and ploughing furrows in the
ground for from fifteen to twenty-flva
feet from the tree. Telephone and tele-

outward,

graph

as

wires

of commission
other

quite generally put

were

damage

by the shower,

was

but

out
no

done.

F!re at

Business Notice.
Miss Sadie Ray, of 81 Park View avenue,
Bangor, is In town on her way from Bar Harbor; and will be here for the remainder of
this week. She has all kinds of handmade
laces and embroideries which she is closing
oat at low prices. Telephone Mrs. F. H. McFarland (78-4), Ellsworth, and Miss Ray will
call.

No matter how

spending.

goes out, you will

always

be

poor.”
Start a Savings Account Now and Let the Interest Help You.

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Established 873.

MOUTH OF THE KIVER.
John Clow has bad water pat

COMING EVENTS.

in his

FA IB DATES.

house.

turned to

North Castine.
North Castine, Sept. 1 (special)—The
barn of Frank Clement, of West Penobscot, w as struck by lightning during the
Mrs. Guy Raymond, who came last thunder shower Friday night, and burned,
week to superintend the shipping of her with its contents, including five cows.
furniture to Springvale, left Sunday for The horses and one cow were saved. There
that place. Mr. Raymond ia in the ice- was a small insurance.
cream and confectionery business there.
Mrs. Martha Marshall, mother of George
Marshall, of this city, with whom she bad
made her home for some time, died last
Wednesday at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. James Foster, In Bar Harbor. Mrs.
Marshall was in the eighty-aecond year
of her age. She leaves a brother—Nelson
Stewart, of North Hancock; a sister—Mrs.

a

Isworth with a

C

IH

tesies of Mr. and Mrs. Grindal.

home

The only two factors worth considering in selecting
for the transaction of your business.

School in No. 13 opened Sept. 2; Miss
their home here, after spending Rena Sargent, teacher.
Mr. and Mrs.
August at East Surry.
Abie Garland and wile, of Portsmouth,
Mathews spent the first of the week at N. H., visited Mrs. Fannie Bowden FriThe first regular meeting after the sum- Oamariscotta, returning yesterday. Next day.
Sunday all services will be resumed at the
mer recess of Irene chapter, O. E. S., will
Mrs. Dora Conant has returned to DedCongregational church; the pastor will ham, alter visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary
be held next Friday evening.
the
pulpit.
Betts.
I. L. Halman arrived home from Boston occupy
J. *t. Giles, who recently purchased a
yesterday, called by the critical illness of
Irving Garland, cook on schooner B. I.
Mrs. Halman’s mother, Mrs. Lewis Friend. large tract of timberland on township 39, Hazard, spent a lew days last week with
Hancock county, and Grand Falls planta- his mother.
The Misses Jones, one from New York,
tion, Penobscot county, planB to operate
the other from New Hampshire, are guests
Maynard H. March, ol Cleveland, O.,
on the tract the coming winter.
He will
who has been visiting relatives here, has
of their sister, Mrs. Schuyler F. Higgins.
also buy logs on Union river waters,
Harry McKinnon, who has been in the landing them at Ellsworth Falls for ship- returned home.
Allen Tinker, who has been visiting his
hospital at Bangor for treatment, returned ment or manufacture.
home last Thursday, much improved in
George Day and wile, has
grandparents,
Miss Mary Frances Hopkins is to leave
returned to Somerville, Mass.
health.
Ellsworth Sept. 10 for Orono, where she
Misses Avis and Erma Hall have reWm. H. H. Rice relief corps will meet has
accepted a position as matron of one
imto
transact
Thursday evening, Sept. 4,
of the houses in the village occupied by turned to Brewer, alter a visit ol a few
portant business. Every member is re- students connected with the University of weeks with their auBt, Mrs. Grace Fullerquested to be present.
Maine. A host of friends, while sincerely ton.
Mrs. Gertie Williams, with her children,
Rev. Arthur H.
Coar, who has had regretting her departure, wish her sucLewis and Alice, who has been visiting
charge of Hancock county liberal preach- cess in her new nndertaking.
Eunice Williams, reing throughout the summer, returned on
The always popular mark-urban uo. her mother, Mrs.
Monday to Holyoke, Mass.
is scheduled to appear at Hancock hall tnrned to East Boston Friday.
Mrs. William S. Cousins spent a few Friday and Saturday evenings of this
Mrs. Margaret Barbour is in very poor
days the past week at Northport, where week, and is reasonably certain to be
health.
a
crowded
house.
The
is
which
her
husband
of
steam
the
greeted by
opening
yacht,
Mrs. Sadie Alley, who has spent the
play is to be “Alias Jimmy Valentine”, in
chief-engineer, was in port.
which
the
character
is
a
leading
profes- past week in Bar Harbor, is home.
John F. Bradbury, of Salem, Mass.,
sional safe-breaker, who reforms, and
George Day, who is coasting out ol BanJoined bis wife here Sunday morning, to
whose skill enables him to rescue a child gor, spent the past week with his family
spend two weeks with Mrs. Bradbury’s
who has accidentally been shut in a vault. here.
mother, Mrs. John B. Dean.
The usual between-tbe-acts stunts, for
Scott S. Estey has made extensive rearand
wife
have
Sinclair
George E.
which this company is famous, will be
pairs on his house, adding a large ell and
rived home from Prince Albert, Saskatcheand
at
Bar
Harbor
last
week
given. At
piazza and painting.
wan, where Mr. Sinclair has been emBangor the first of this week, the comMiss Blanche Stone has returned to her
ployed since May of last year.
pany played to capacity houses.
home in Lawrence, Mass., alter spending
Mrs. Arthur I. Saunders returned from
Among summer visitors who have left the summer with relatives here.
Machias last Friday accompanied by A. K.
during the past week are Mrs. C. S. BragGilson and wife and Mrs. Willis H. Allen,
There will be Sunday school every Sundon, daughter Margaret and son Charles,
in the grange hall at 2 o’clock, and
who spent the week-end here.
for Brockton, Mass.; E. Burleigh David- day
alter Sunday
Ernest F'. Osgood, with wife and son son and wife, for LaFayette, Ind.; Harold preaching alternate Sundays
Rev. T. 8. Ross, ol the MethoStanton, of Berlin, N. H., is visiting Mr. H. Clark, wife and son Richard, for Pitts- school, by
The next service will be SepOsgood’s parents, Irving Osgood and wife, burg, Pa.; Miss Alice Adams, for Newton- dist church.
tember 14.
making the trip by automobile.
ville, Mass.; Mrs. Evelyn Treat BarMiss Mattie Grant, who has been a rett, for Brooklyn, N. Y.; Harold E.
Friend* In Train Wreck.
dormitory matron at West Pownal for the Woodward, for Weehawken, N. J.; Misses
Ellsworth people who had friends on
made
matron
has
been
and
Jessie
for
New
Jennie
Qoetz
general
White,
year,
past
the New York express wrecked early
of the Maine State school at that place.
York; Miss Margaret Monaghan, for Bosyesterday morning near New Haven,
Frank
New
Mrs.
and
ton
York;
Brackett,
Miss Emma Eppea and her niece, Miss
Conn., with frightful loss of life, felt
C.
for
Brookline,
Mass.;
Harry
Ptratton,
Loutse Eppes, have gone to Natick, Mass.,
great anxiety until relieved by messages
for
Mass.
wife
and
son,
Waltham,
for an extended visit.
They may spend
announcing the safety of their friends.
the winter among relatives in MassachuDuring the thunder shower early SaturAmong those who took the fatal train

democrats in
Among distinguished
town last week were ex-Gov. Plaisted and
ex-Secretary-of-State Davis.

THE WEDDING GIFT MOST APPROPRIATE IS OF CHINA,

icotrtUtmmt*.
_^

Capt. Samuel A. Goodwin and his son,
Capt. Sidney A., are home this week.
Capt. Sidney will return to-day to Stockton, where their vessel, the Harry W.
Haynes, is loading. Hia father will remain home this trip.
[m
The Methodist Snnday school held its |=2I
annual outing at the Qrindal cottage at
Pleasant beach Monday. An enjoyable
day was spent and the picnickers returned
in the evening enthusiastic over the cour- r=j

The wedding of Carrie Augusta, daughter of tlr. and Mrs. Charles L. Morang, of
this city, and Harold Atherton Bobinson,
of Chicago, will take place this evening at
Glen Ayer, of Dexter, was the guest of
8 o’clock at the Unitarian church. A reJohn P, Eldridge and wife a lew days the
ception will follow at “Bay View”, the
past week.
home of the bride’s parents.
Mrs. Louis Neumann, of Orient Heights,
Chief-Engineer Boy J. Goodwin and
East Boston, is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
twenty members of Senator Hale hose
Mary Reid.
company returned yesterday from AuMrs. Lewis Friend, who bas been gradu- burn, where they were the guests on Labor
in
health
for
some
is
ally failing
months,
day of the Auburn fire department. The
to-day very low.
Ellsworth boys are loud in their praise of
Preparations for the Methodist church the entertainment accorded them by the
fair, to be held in October, are going Auburn firemen.
steadily forward.
Rev. R. B. Mathews and family have re-

The Wedding Gift Problem
Made Easy
CUT

Henrietta Sinclair, of Aroostook; three
sons—John, of North Hancock; George,
of Ellsworth, and Harvey, of Bluehlll, and
three daughters—Mrs. Janies Foster, Mrs.
John Hodgkins and Miss Jennie Marshall,

t ■■»■■■»*•»oo»d-ou.m

3. 1913.

Misses Jennie Goets
and Jessie White, of New York, who
have spent the summer with Miss Annie
K. Stockbridge, and Harold E. Woodward,
of Weehawken, N. J., who spent the summer with his grandmother, Mrs. William
Telegrams announced
P. Woodward.
their safe arrival. All cars from the Mt.
Desert branch, it is understood, were in
the first section of the train, which did
not figure in the accident.
The only Hancock county man injured
in the wreck, so tar as learned, is Louis E.
Colomy, manager of a shoe factory in
Brooklyn, N. Y., who was returning home
after spending Sunday and Labor day
with his family at their summer home at
North Bucksport. He is in a hospital at
New Haven, seriously injured.
here

Monday

were

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
iept. 2,3 and 4—Bluehlll fair.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 10 and
fair.

1—Eden

Wednesday, Sept. 17—Highland grange
air, North Penobscot.
Thursday, Sept. 18, afternoon and evenng, at Bayside grange hall—Fair and supAdmission 10 cent.

per.

Wednesday,

Sept.

grange fair at

Orland.

24

—

Narramissic

Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 24 and
!5—North Ellsworth fair.
FAMILY REUNIONS.

Sept. 4—Wilbur family at Grange hall,

is st brook.

Saunders family at Darius
homestead, Surry.
Sept. 8 Tracy family at Gouldsboro
point.

Sept. 6
launders'

—

—

_

The merchant who does not advertiee in
dull eeaeon makes it more profitable far
hose who do advertiee.

Utroertiacmnus.

Cirone’s Hotel
Main and Hancock Streets, Ellsworth

Meals at all Hours.
We

take

can

a

few7

permanent

borders this fall.
SPECIAL

R.

C.

RATES.

CIRONE.

50c Discount
$3.50 Shoes on

on

Saturdays
8 Bars Lenox

Soap,

25c

H. P. CARTER,

-Ellsworth

38 Main St.,

Housekeepers’

Wm. O. DODGE,

ELECTRICIAN
DKALER IN

Electrical Supplies aud Fixtures
ELLSWORTH, MAINE

Public Autos
For hire by the day or hour.
Reasonable,

Terms

DAVID LINNEHAN, Ellsworth.
Telephone 86-2.

Best Friend

NO MORE BACKACHES
a

w-v

I

ss

f|
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the wonderful household article; it
does more than all the other cleaning

preparations
FOR

SALE

IN

on

the market.

ELLSWORTH

AUSTIN.

H.

BY

JOY.

EDITED BT

Itn Motto:

Chris1-15.
(Cc nsecration
Rev. Sherman H.

Topic.—The ideal Christian.-IX.
v.

by

.Among the (rrangcra.

WOMAN IN
TERRIBLE STATE

This column it devoted to the Grange, eswcially to the grange* of Hancock county.
Fbe column i* open to all granger* lor the
liscusaionof topic* of general Interest, and
Make letter*
or reports of grange meeting*.
'ho* tad concise.
All communication* mutt
;e signed, but names will
not be printed ex*
rept by permission of the writer. All com*
nunicetioaa will be subject to approval by
he editor, but none will be rejected without

ideations, ami its success depends largely
the support given U lu this respect. Com
mutilCAtlous must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, hut none
will be rejected without aood reason. Address

Finds

comma

The Christian life begins with faith.
It Is faith In Christ and His work as
a Saviour that makes one a Christian
It is impossible therefore for any one
to be a Christian in any sense, much
less an ideal Christian, without faith.
Moreover, Christ is worthy of the best
and truest confluence and faith that
in us.
This is true because He is In an
especial sense the Son of God and
has overcome the world and redeemed
the world from sin and is today at the
right hand of God Interceding for
HU mission to
those who are His
the world. His sinless character. His
redemptive work, all make Him the
object of an ideal faith.
First—Simplicity is an attribute of
the ideal Christian’s faith. True faith
is simple heart trust In Jesus Christ
It is not faith
as a personal Saviour.
In creeds and confessions, although
they are an important factor in ChrisIt is trust in
tian denominations.
Christ the person, and His personal
work. "What must I do to be saved?"
"Believe
asked the Philippian Jailer.
on the Lord Jesus Christ and tbou
shalt be saved.” was the answer of the
apostle*. The same answer holds good
today. But we should not refuse to
believe in Christ because of the •simplicity of Christian faith.
Second.—Faith in the deity of Christ
is a characteristic of the ideal Christ’s
faith.
It is not enough to believe in
Christ as a teacher, as a moral example or as a mere human being endowed
with superior ethical and spiritual qualIt must be a divine Christ or
ities.
none, tiecause Christ claimed to be God.
and If He be not God the entire basis
of His birth and teachings is false and
unworthy of acceptation. ‘Whosoever
beileveth that Jesus Is the Christ is
born of God. • • • Who is he that
overeometh the world but he that believetb that Jesus is the Son of God?"
No human sophistry should delude us
If
on this vital and essentia! point
Christ were not God Christianity fails
and Christians are "of all men most
miserable.”

“Helpful and Hopeful."

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto-H Is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopefulBeing for the common good. It Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of in
formation and suggestion, a medium for the lu
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Sept. 7, 1913.
tian faith.-! John
Edited
meeting )
lloyle. D. D.

"ACBT MADOE**.

on

all communications

to

*

The amebic as,
fcll -worth. Me.

Lydia E- Pinkham’s Vegetable
Help

Third.—The supreme test or the meal
Christian'* faith is his life. We must
prove our faith by a consistent Christian life.
"Faith without works Is
dead.”
We are not saved by good
deeds, but it takes a Christian life and
Christian works to prove that we possess the faith that does save.
Our
faith must be vital, overcoming. If It
be sincere. The world must be overcome. and “who is be that overcometb
but be that belleveth?”
This Is the
victory that overcometh the world,
even our faith.
Christ overcame. By
faith in Him we. too. may overcome
But If wc do not overcome what proof
have we of our faith?

BIBLE

READINGS.

Gen. xxli, 1-18; Matt. vL 24-30;
vii. 1C-23; viii. 5-10; Lx. 18-20;
Luke Till. 22-25: Acts vi. 1-0; xtI.
20-31; Horn. L 14-17; iv. 1-23; v. 1;
Jas. 11, 14-20.

Odd Bear Story.
In Charles Sheldon's 'The IVilderness of the North Pacific Coast Islands'' Is this bear story:
I was circling near the top of a conical bill, holding on to the spruce
branches with tny right hand, while
the butt of my rifle, with the barrel
pointing behind me. was resting over
I bad proceeded in
my left shoulder.
this way a few steps when suddenly
I saw. about eight feet away, on the
curving border of the spruces, running
directly at me. what appeared to be a
huge "bear. 1 had just time to push
forward the butt of my rifle aDd yell
when the bear collided with me. knocking me down. It seemed to turn slightly to the left as I pushed my rifle into
it. and 1 clearly recall its shoulder
striking my left hip. its bead striking
Just above my left knee, while its
claws struck my shin so that it is now
black and blue.
1 bad the sensation
of one about to be mauled and mutilated. As I fell to the right my rifle dropped. and In my confusion I grabbed
with my left hand the animal's fur.
and I remember having a quick, foolish
thought of the small knife in my
pocket. The bear was. I believe, more
1 felt its fur slip
surprised than i.
through my hand as it quickly turned
to its right and. swinging about, ran
back over the hills without any ai
tempt to bite or strike me.
An

Be a Live Wire.
The man who arrives has will, has
a vision and looks into the future to
make life worth while, in business be
is not satisfied to do the work that is
lie will do the work of
before him.
the other man.
lie can do two men s
work as well as one.
He is the kind
of man yon cannot down. The same
may tie said of the human live wire
as of the material live wire.
He is a
man .whose life ha* been planned, who
makes each day in his life count Like
the other live wire, the human live
wire must be connected at both ends—
at one with a source of power, and
A dead
that is the power of God.
weight or a live wire? It Is not what
we have been, but what we are going
The choice Is yet to be made
to be.
Shall It
Is it to continue drifting?
be that or shall it he the life of the
man who is the live wire? There was
never such a day when there was snch
a demand for human live wires—John
D. Rockefeller. Jr., in Leslie's

j
|
|

Bellerne, Ohio.

state before I took

I—"

OCTTV.

him do it) with cheerfulness." That is the
Bible standard. “Let each man do according
as he bath proposed in bis heart; not grudgingly, or of necessity; for God loveth a cheerful^giver." That is the Bible explanation of
tbe gain of cheerfulness. Then let u* all be
cheerful.—Sunday School Timea.
uear m. B. rrtena*:

The above clippings sent by 8. E. 8.
are companion selections, it seems to me,
so I have placed them together.
They remind me of the great work the “Sunshine”

to

some

between

doing.

my mind to refer this week
of those public performances

on

professional

and other

u■ v

down and was

losing hope of ever
being well and

enough to do our duty drudgingly; we ought
to do It cheerfully. In our gifts, and in our
exercise of a loving spirit, cheerfulness is an
essentia) factor. “He that sbowetb mercy Jet

I had it

in a terrible

Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Com-

run

Cheerfulness is a duty. Cheerfulneaa is a
privilege. Cheerfulness is a means of enjoyment to ourselves. Cheerfulness is a means
It is never
of giving ^enjoyment to others.

pugilists

are heralded, and later described,
flaring headlines in the papers. One
can
only wonder, sometimes, if this is
Oar
civilized. Christianized America.

which
with

After taking Lydia E. Pinkstrong.

vegeiaoie ompounu a improved
and today am a well woman. I
cannot tell you how happy I feel and I
cannot aay too much for your Compound.
Would not be without it in the house if
it cost three times the amount. ”—Mrs.
Chas. Chapman, R. F. D. No. 7, Bellevue. Ohio.

when

Recess
Call to order: choir
Conferring fifth degree
Address...

furniture, and you will then have no smears
left behind.
Iron pillowslips
lengthwise instead of
croaewlae if you wish to iron the wrinkles out
instead of in.
To polish patent leather uae a mixture of
one part of turpentine with three parts of
oil.

to

one

my

glad of the recipes, too.
I

am

for the

indebted to

some one

of the nieces

followiag:

ISP OKU ATIOX

HOCSBKEBPSBS

WILL

APPBBC1-

ATE.

Tar stains should be well rnbbed with oil
before washing.
To stiffen a net or lace blouse, do not use
starch, but instead a very weak solution of
gum Arabic. This will give a little substance
to the material without making it horny, as
ia the case with starch.
Warming boots so often spoils them. The
heat is most injurious to the leather, and
causes it to crack.
Leather which has been
heated needs an application of grease to prevent its being ruined.
Your white straw hat can be cleaned with
a mixture of lemon juice and sulphur (the
juice of a small lemon and a teaspoonful of
sulphur). If, however, the stcgw is very
much sunburnt, buy one of the many straw
varnishes advertised and make it some other
color.
Select lamp wicks which are soft and
loosely woven; they will burn far better than
the others.
Dry your duster before polishing your

Invalid* and children should be
given Magee’s Emulsion to strengthen
the

body.

Never (ails.

All

druggists

|

ADVERTISING

Then the manufacturer de-

pends on the quality of his
product to still further advertlse it and still further increase the customer's con’fl;

dence.

Ham. per %
Shoulder.
Bacon.
Sail.
Lard

!»**>

14*14
»«*>

16* 1»

Hoatta.
leSitub:
Lamb.

I*
B4»

Chop.

16*48

Steak,

tS*m
14

1*

Fr«m»»

»1sh.

1J*»

Cod,_
Mackerel,

Hwordftsb, lb,

Oru«

plonr. Grain and tstd.
Oaia. bo
6 0090 Hhorts—bag
171 Ml* feed, bag
Corn. I0GS» bag
1 n
Mjdtlllngs.bg
Corn meal.bag
1 71
Cracked corn.

Flour—per bbl—

Law sRstsoixo wkiuhts

J*

lt9#lfl*
1 Nftl •*
50gl 00

its noAScaas.

BOCK.1IOK LODOK.

correspondent

Ruuell

!
i

*a»

hi*

write*:

den

architect and maeler-

builder.

Bay-side

grange

Wednesday with

met

a

angry mood, when it sends the
foam so high and so far inland.

an
:

|

tract

on

point, and if they should
word, a colony would spring up

speak the
it by magic. If I was asked to give it a
name, 1 should unhesitatingly call It
Paradise.”
Mrs. Huaeell is the daughter of E. E.

at

j

I'pham,

grading
All

and

packing

interested

are

of

apples.

invited to attend.

formerly

of

Arlington, Mas*.,

whoa few years before his death retired
from busineaa and moved to Winter Har-

j

bridge

across

the creek ia near-

ing

A party of summer
completion.
people from Seal Harbor expect to make
acroaa
next
trip
Tuesday.
Tbs church fair Thursday was a decided

The church looked very pretty
with its decorations of evergreen and
golden glow. The society thanks toe summer visitors, who so
generously patronised
the sale, and ail who by gifts or
help in
success.

any way sided in
The net proceeds

Sept.

makiDg

so

were

1215.

it
about

1.

L. B. Hutchings left this morning for
Boston after a vacation here.
Mrs. E. A. Over spent the past week
with her mother at Bois bu Bert.
Miss Oenevieve Cole entertained the
Thimble club Thursday evening.
Dr. C* C. Larrabee and wife are
annual trip to Arboslook county.

on

their

The Misses Moore, who have been at
“The Birches" a month, have returned to
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miss Evelyn Colwell, ol Steuben, who
has been with
Mrs. I. 8. Whitaker
through the summer, has returned home.
Gertrude Johnston, of Wiilimanlic,
Conn., who has been at E. W. Cleaves’ for
the summer, has gone to Bluebill to
Join
her father, C. C. Jonnaton.
1H«Pt.
C.
Miss

___

ORLAND.
Q.

EGVPT.

Orrin P. Hr.rriman, oi
Leach1* point
died at Bangor Aug. », alter a
short Ulnesa of pneumonia.
He legvee a widow

Everett Richardson, of North Jay, waa
two aona and a daughter.
guest of bis family.
t
--m
i———
Miss Minnie J. Mullan, of Bangor,
visited her parents, B. Mullan and wife,

a

week-end

Invitations have been issued for the
Peaee-Jobnton wedding at South Blutbill

dept.

3.

Almond Atberton and two chil-'
dren, ot Lynn, Mast., rutted et H. m
Pease's last week.
Mrs.

Mist Gertrude Parker, who ban been
visiting ber parents, C. L. Parker and
wife, bat returned to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl delightfully entertained tome of tbeir friends at a clam-bake
on J. B. Babeon's beach Thursday.
Mias Nellie Flye, who bas spent two
months witb ber coueioa, the Misses bollard, baa returned to Dorchester, Mss,.
Mrs. Charles West, ot Koxbury,
returned home, after spending the
summer with her mother, Mr*. J. B. Bab-

Mas*.,

teaching

in

Newburyport. Mas*.,
(pending the week witb
W. Bridge* and wife.

tbit
her

Franklin B. Davta and family, who have
spent the summer at tbeir cottage formerly Mra. Folly's cottage left for tbeir
home In

louring

Lawrence, Mss*., •>und*y,

in tbeir

car.

Mr*. E. D. Mayo, of Beverly. Mm*.,
with her daughter, Bin Thelma, returned
to their home Saturday,
Mr. and Mr*.

Mayo

have

Just returned from

flea»ure-

a

trip to Texas.

«w ut, ot providence, R. I
who bu
•pent tbe summer at Mrs Rachel Wells’,
has returned borne.
Mis. Lee bas kindly
played tbe organ at the B.pti»t church on
wveral occasions this summer.

Mrs. Carrie I. Five delightfully

tained ber

friend* at

enter-

whist party at her
home Monday
evening. Mrs. F. W. foie
and Mrs. Henry W.
Plye won Ufk ladies’’
Urn prize and Mr*. Weston Gott the ladies’
kecond prize. G.
Fly* and Weston
Uott won tbe gentlemen's first prize tad
J. B Habaon tb* gentlemen's aecond
prll’f'.
Mis* Rachel Cole and Fred Earl received
tbe compilation prize*.
a

Tbe summer colony at Haven gave •
bigb-clas* recital at Dr. Ballock's cottage
Tuesday evening, Aug. 28, lor the benefit
of the Brooklin
library. Mrs. Charles
Kabold, ol New York, tang, and Mrs
^larguerite Spalding Gerry, ot Washington, D. C„ the author, read one ol her
abort stories. Net proceeds for tbe evening fiOSO. Tbe library association gi
■

a

vole of thank* U) all

who

an

kindly

sisted at tbe recital, and to those wb
tended. Mr*. Tbonsaa Wilson donate
toward the

asat-

V

proceeds.
I’XE Fkmme

dept. 1.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Mra. Perkin* and children base returned
Irons a viait to Hermon.
Ml** Etta Cain, of Camden, has i>m

visiting

ber

unde, Goa Cain.

Miaa

Matthew*, of W'aidoboro,
visiting Miaa Lyda Perkins.

baa teen

Roe* Perkins, ofChicago. III., ia visiting
aunt, Mia* Bertha Perkin*.
The annual ebureb sale was held at the
ball Aug. 22. Proceeds, JSl.iO.
bl*

Dr. Jay Parkins, of Providence, K. I
her* for a short visit recently.
Wade Grindie baa returned from a canoe

was

successful.

__

|

party

W. Stinson and
family, who
been in Hancock for the summer, are
home.

the tint

j

a

Capt. J.

Mr. and Mrs. Tuck and three daughters
of Boston, who have been visiting Mrs
1 Ethel
Dsvis, have returned home.

Th^ new

Mrs. J. B. Coombs entertained
from Steuben Tbnr.day.

C.

have

UTTER CREEK.

Minnie Carter and Miss Violet,ol
arc visiting friends In
town.
Misses Mina and Laura Stewart, of
Providence, H. I,, ere here tor a short
visit.
Mrs.

Lynn, Mass.,

this

good attendance; Past-Master Willis L.
bor.
Pratt in the ebair. After business, s good j
Sept-1. __
program was enjoyed. The third and
fourth degrees will be conferred Sept. 3.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Orchard Demonstrations.
Prof. Hitchings, of (be Cnlversty of
Maine, will give an orchard demonstration
at the farm of Dr. George A. Phillips at
Branch pond Friday afternoon. Sept. 5.
The demonstrations will include a
lecture upon the management of orchards,
the care of old and young trees, with demonstration of pruning, of trees, and

white

“If this was a prophecy, 1 should say
that in a few years this wilt be a village
for vacationists. Tne Russell* own quite
a

Warren Ford bas gone go Essex Junc.
tion, Vu where be will be employed.

summer, if
parent*, A.

Thk Amekicax’s regular Birch Harbor

j

176, ELI*WORTH.

Fred Watson has returned to Boston
spending two weeks here.

Franklin Davis and wife, of Lawrence,
entertained I heir friends at a vietrots recital and ball at Odd Fellows hall
Thursday evening.
Miss Gladys Bridge*, who bas been

11

A

OBLAVD. 4UU.

BAYSIDK.

Wlnterport,

son.

“Knowing the beauty oi tfc* ideation, 1
PKsoiBkxn, 2K>.
felt a sort of personal Inieaeet in the
Penobscot grange met Friday evening, ;
work. The cottage l* situated on a neck
with about 100 present, including vi.itora
of land extending far into the ocean, so
from Caatiue, Highland, Hafoyon and
that the sea vie* is unobstructed. To apVerona granges.
At recess, .upper was
preciate tie grendeur and majesty one
after
served,
which the lecturer presenter!
must see the sun and moon as they rise
a delightful program.
out of the water. When the see is calm
and smooth, it is hard to imagine it in
ALAMOOSOOK. HAST
Alamoosook grange met Saturday evening. The literary program consisted of a
reading by Gertrude Hlaisdell, eong, Ella
Gross, and a question, “Would it be for
the good of the order to take a vacation
during the summer mouths?" opened by
Bro. Tnompeon, master pro tern., and
discussed bv others. Attendance twentyone.
Receipts from the ten-cent social
Aug. 22 were fao.15.

E. W. Gridin baa gone to
has employment.

where be

»

Hbnd. lb,

»
®

Blusfish.lb,

Keyes

*-■

Mr*. H. S. Kane and Mb* Harriet
Kane
visiting in Addison.

are

«■

lb,
HeatronLlb,

0*

Singing.Orange •Rockttde Lodge', t cottage the Runella
were bullring, where, during their vaeaI lion, they ontd enjoy r**t and quiet. Mr.
Sint1”*..

E. Carter haa sold bta bouse and
land
Roland Carter.

bas

»«35

Halibut.
Haddock.
sklmon. lb.

Question box
Topic: “Is the Orange Fu,filling iU Message in Hancock County?" To be assigned

Gain it and Hold It

CREATES
CONFIDENCE.

Prwelelwna.
Pork. *t

Harbor,

YOUR

letter indeed. Aunt Emma,
helper for this week, and I am

»««

paeeed

By HOLLAND.

A welcome

04*0}

speaker

'■"

confidence Is an asset that every manufacof
turer
reputable goods
seeks. He spends money to
will take all necit
and
gain
essary pains to retain It Your
confidence In the Integrity of
a manufacturer, your belief
that goods bearing a certain
brand are always up to standard, Is one of the intangible
assets known as “good will"
and which Is regarded by a
business man as essential to
bis success.
Manufacturers spend millions telling yon about their
goods. They cannot hope to
get this money back by the
first transactions. They must
make you a customer and
keep you a customer. To do
this they must make honest
goods at an honest price.
This accounts for the fact
that advertised goods are-«lways of high class. It would
not pay to advert'se goods
that will not bear rigid test
The

Wati
06
It Cracked wheat.
M
SI Oatmeal, per a
*
Buckwheat, pk*
04$O6
46**6 Graham,
«D*«6 Bye meal.
°*
Oran mwl. ®
0»»t Oli-per *al*»
Linaeeo.
0«
It
Keroaene.
10

Music.Selected
“It eat with Himetbing more than
Topic: “Doee the Attendance of Country
that I noticed W. L.
I mere curiousity
Pupil* at Town Hign School* Tend to
Knuaeli, ol Brooklyn, N. Y., and bia
Incline Young People Away from the
sistenl. J. N. Hancock, ol Wml«r
Farms, ami If so. How Can this Tento nod (row their work on
dency be Overcome?".Martin Garland m they

! Merchants Spend Money

yofi

Beef. *
Steak.
Boa.tr.
Corned,
Veal:

Singing.....Grange
Conferring fifth degree
General topic: "Small Fruit#;"
opened by the Worthy Master

CONFIDENCE j
"■

«*o*

opening

realize

I must b*ll you that 1 have had my first ride
in an automobile.
Some of my neighbors
asked me how I liked it. and 1 told them I
should be like ail the rest—want to go all the
time
Certainly there is something quite
fascinating about it. U there were not so many
accidents. It frightens me to see some of the
automobiles go by, some drivers are so reckless.
I am sending
two recipes for cake that
one of my friends gave me.
have not tried
them, but she has eaten some of both, and
are
aays they
very nice, bat I should say. as
mammy used to say. it might be ail right for
quality folks, but for poor folks it ia certainly
One thing is in its favor—it
extravagant.
will keep a long time (It you do not eat it).
Now with beat wishes to you all for a pleasant summer, will close
Acjtt Emma.

Wa*

»*«»

bushel of Liverpool sail shall weigh to
pounds. <*od a bashei of Turk** Island sal*
shall weigh TO pound*.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
GREEK MOCXTAIN POMOKA.
in good order *and flt lor shipping, is he
Following i« the* pro? r«n» for ibe rawt- pounds: of apples. 44 pound*.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
ing of Grwn Mountain Pomona with good order and fl*. for shipping. I# 00 pounds;
of wheat, beeta. ruta baga turnips and j eas,
Nieolin grange. Sept. 6:
00 pounds; of ooru. 44 pounds, of onions. Ml
tong. ..Grange i pounds; of carrots, English turnip*, rye
Add rr»» of welcome.C. G. Moore Indian meal. 90 pounds;of parsaii>*. 40 pounds,
and buckwheat. 4ft pounds, of oat#:
of
Re»pon*e.....duaic Pray S3 barley or even measure as by agreement.
pounds,
Topic: **How Can Our Good Farmer Be»t
be Brought ioto the Grange?"
BIRCH HARBOR.
Roy C. Hainee

part-^)ne

cannot

Peachee. dul.

*0«>6

Meat, and

*

Linnie

—

and go; I

Japan.
Oolon*.

Huger-per llira nutated,
Yallow, C
Powdered,
Molaeeee. *al,

Closing

need such a medicine?

aweet

Watermelon*.

10

Rice, per a
»l* Vmesar. (al

CoS.e— per a
Bio,
Mocha.
jura,
Tea— per B—

•

..State

Lemon a dor.

10

urweeriaa.

Unappreciated Blessing*.

Paper:

istnaa* date and place.
1 am able to announce definitely a date
in
the
combats
the
arena
we look upon
for the M. B. reunion. It will take place
and the bull-flgbts in Spain.
11, or, if no; pleasant that date. Sept.
Sept.
Then 1 thought of the ieateo working
12, at the Wyman cottage, Contention
in the present generation for good—of the I
Cove, Surry. I hope we may have a Urge
associations of young men and of young ; number of nieces and their families
pres*
women; of the Epworth League; of the ent.
I am going to suggest that each
Boy Scouta; of the Sunshine societies; of , party takesaucb dishes as will be needed
the almost numberless organizations that
for ita number. That will sgve time for
are working tor the relief and for the up—say it softly—more talking,
lift of human kind.
RECIPES.
After all, it is the old story of the strug
Cake—Two cups molasses, one cup salt
between good and evil constantly gopork chopped fine, two cups of boiling
ing cm in the world. Our faith must fail
water on pork, two cups of any kind of
not. In the words of an old song,
preserves, one and one-half pounds of
"We'll hoist our flag and on to victory.
rsisins, one snd one-half pounds currants,
The right must win the day.“
one-half pound of citron, one teaspoon
soda, one teaspoon of salt, spice of all
\
WsuTfRAXius, Aug. 25, 1913.
Dear Friend* of the M. B. C.s
kinds, flour to make quite stiff. Steam
I think some of a* have neglected Aunt j three hours aud bake onehour.
Madge about long enough, so here I am to re—^4unf Emma.
j
lieve my conscience. There are so many new
One and one-half
Cake—Light part
ones, thought we older ones were not needed. 1
sugar, one-half cop butter, one-half
What a beautiful week we are having, bnt cups
cup sweet milk, one-half teaspoon soda,
we do need a little rain for our gardens.
Am
glad Aunt Maria is gaining, and hope she util one teaspoon cream tartar, whites of four
be able to go to the reunion, when and whci** eggs, two and one-half cups flour, one-half
j
ever it may be.
teaspoon ful rfmon. Dark
cup
Meb. we all welcome yon back to Maine, brown sugar, one* half
cup molasses, oneand hope you wlP stay.
all
the
sick
Hope
half cup butter, one-half cup *o»r milk,
ones are much better.
Often think of you all.
one*half teaspoon soda, one teaspoon
It is a season of visiting, having visitors, cream
tartar, two and one-half cups flour,
berrying and getting ready for winter; and. yolks 'of four eggs, one-half teaspoon
will
indeed, winter
soon be upon us.
How clovea, allspice and cassia.—^tunf Emma.
seasons come

Cantaloupe.
Blackberries ql.
Peart.

Address of welcome......Helen E Rich
N B Colby
Response.
Business
Music.Ethel Fogg
Topic: Farmer** difficulties a* compared
with those of other occupation*.
Hiram Harriman. M W Ginn

prize-fighting will have been aboland future generations regard it as

fast the

rrnit.

Opening exercises

The Pinkham record is a proud and
peerless one. It is a record of constant
victory over the obstinate ills of woman
—ills that deal out despair. It is an established fact that Lydia E Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has restored
health to thousands of such suffering
women.
Why don't you try it if you

J.

41*75

Oranfet, do.

Following is the program for the meeting of Hancock Pomona with Floral
grange, Bucksport, Tuesday, Bept. 16:

irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
and it may be exactly what you need.

Chicago, baa join.,,

after
61
Cucumber,, each.
OniortV
Lettuce, bead.
06
Bunch carrot*.
M
Sirin* oea*». ql.
®*
Bqo.eh. lb.
Green coro. dor. IMS)

tB
Radi.be., bunch
W
Tomatoe*. lb,
Oj
Cabban. lb,
«i
Bunch beeta.
15
Pnlatoea. pk
*S
Green pea., pk.
Sweet potatoea, lb.06

transacted.

POMONA.

...

Baled.

Mariaville grange will bold a fair at the
grange hall Oct. 8. Everybody is invited.
HANCOCK

ton.

ot

here.

A.

Looae.>••>*
“

MARIAYIL1.K. 441.

Because your case is a difficult one,
doctors having done you no good, do not
continue to suffer without giving Lydia
E Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound a
trial.
It surely has remedied many
cases of female ills, such as inflammation, ulceration, displacements, tumors,

Wakemao,

family

his

to

Baled.*.'*•*'

Mariaville grange met Aug. 30, with a
Large attendance. At recess, games were
played and harvest feast served. Much

y

w

..

ttrae.

Bain bow grange met Aug. 28 tor an afternoon and evening session with a good atabout twenty rlsltihg
tendance and
The
patrons from Harborside grange.
members from Harborside helped in a

was

better.

ta

O. F.

laid, per doe-•.

Hey.
Beet loftae. per

Rainbow, «b, north bbooksyiclb.
Iiain bow grange met Aug. 21 with a
food attendance. A abort program was
presented. The third and fourth degrees
were conferred on three candidates.

business

.*****

/
Poultry.
Fowl.
Chickens. •*..-.

reason.

nam *

rapidly

*.*****

Dairy.-y

pleasant program.

Carpets should be turned around every six
only hope seems to be that the time may
months where there is much wear. Constant
come *hen “death in the ring”—explained
turning in this way causes the carpets to wear
as “accidental” on the part of one of the
feveol yKxc *'«»#«.
be
an
unknown
contestant#—may
thing;

ished,

Creamery per

Saturday, Bept. 6
Meeting of Green
Pomona with Nicolln grange,
Sortb Ellsworth.
Tuesday, Btpt. 16 -Meeting of Hancock
F’oraona with Floral grange, Bucksport.

periodic troubles. I
was very weak and.,

_

are

wa*

|.n;uin4>

s:ds.

If, perchance, your life is cloudy.
Don’t forget the way is wide;
Look for brightness; it may happen
You will find a sunny side.
—fixe An wye.

members

I

BBOOKUN.

Batter.

**«••
Fresh

aEws,

Emery Bracy has gone to Portland.
Mra. W. F. Cousins, who baa
been

Country ITodsw.

—

achedunt.il I thought
it would break, 1 had
pal ni all over me,
nervous feelings and

So, on life’s highway, remember
Thai a difference ia plain;
There's a side that’s bright with pleasure
And a side that's dark with pain.

A

-4*

i;uuivn

The quotations below give the range al
retail prices in Ellsworth;

Mountain

If you loiter in the shadows
On a sunny day like this.
You will miss a lot of sunshine
And a certain kind of bliss.
Don't forget that on the highway
All the walks are free and wide.
And. when walking in the daytime,
Always seek the sunny side.

CBKRRFVLNSW

rood

Compound.

are

SEEK T8K snort

in

M A RKKTS.

KLLSWOKTH

JtWjnttBtmnn*.

fHutiial ttmrfit Column.

trip up

tbe Weat Branch to Mt. Kauhdio.
Mr*. Preston Hellers, ot W'aterville. is
visiting ber parents, Frank Staples and
wife.
Sam Leach, of
Taunton, Mas*., is suiting bis brotber George. This ia bis first
trip to Maine since 1900.

*P«-1-_Gs

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Sumner P. Mills, of Farmin'
tbe village this week on be
■stows.
Mrs. Howard Peirce
Robbins have been if
the past week.
wi,e- of Cambridge,
C’ Warren’, for a short
..

MasT^are

stay"

-*Tn*rd Stinson, who bss been
•‘Till, i* improving slowly. Mias
-HR, a nurse from Knox hospital, ifc

•enoui

^r,

‘th her.

Bummer people are leaving every day.
Sunday Grace Hatch,
Ruth
Partem,.
Marietta Lowe and Vivian Greenlaw left;
Wednesday Mr. Pringle and son Nelson;
Friday, Rev. Mr. Robinson and family;

Saturday,
Aug. 29.

J. E. Robbins.

H

last week.

W. R. Butler, of Chicago, is at Tugwassa
point, to spend his vacation with his
family..
Miss Marion R. West has gone to visit
her sister, Mrs. Frank Jordan, who is in

hospital in Bangor.
8*P»-1- _

t he

M.

Don’t use harsh physics.
The reaction
weakens the bowels, leads to chronic constiGet
Doan's ftegulete. They operate
pation.
easily, tone the stomach, cure constipation.
—-Sdvt.

OUR
I
hX DmECT
I
Lj^^^jj^L^LANTATIONS^^^^

glasses. put them ou nnd Inspected It.
Beckwith weut ou with the work be
was doing.
"What's your price for a portrait of

]

"Yes, It is,” replied the poor

I MIKE REILEY’S j

that size?*' asked Goldwln.
"The size doesn't lipike any difference as to the price."
"Well, what will you charge to paint
my portrait? 1 don't want It myself,
hut my family do.
If It doesn't cost
too much I'll humor them."
"Five hundred dollars.''
"Fire hundred dollars!
ilow many
portraits can you paint In a year?”
“A dozen perhaps."
■
“That's $<1,000 for sitting here dnnbIng paint. Why. 1 don't psy any one
of my heads of departments In my
Edgar Beckwith, at eighteen. baring business halSthat. and they're all first
class business men.”
Shown a marked artistic ability, wished
To this the artist made no reply.
to be an artist, hut bis father bad
“If you'll paint my portrait that size,
recently died leaving no estate, and
Edgar, far from having the means to painting, frame nnd all. for fiSO. It’B

I

•

I

FUNERAL
Showing That a Mistake May
Breed Mistakes
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study a profession.
support his mother.

was' obliged
lie obtained

to
a

iu the mercantile house of
Gold win * Co. at *15 a week.
Mr. Uoldwln claimed that a business
plant should be run on strictly buslHe paid very low
uoss principles.
salaries, not inquiring Into the honesty
of bis less Important employees, his
chief object being to get his work done
cheaply. He figured that he could afford to lose small sums now and then
rather than pay an Increase of salaries
Besides, be had au Infor honesty.
expensive detective service which conHe would
sisted of himself only.
place bills on bis desk In his private
<tfice. go out. set a watch on who
entered, and If the bills were missing
oo his return would know who had
stolen them. Then be would discharge
the thief.
One day He placed a bill on his desk
and went out. intending to be gone
Half an hour
only a few minutes.
passed before be returned to find
Edgar Beckwith Just leering the room.
"Come back.” said Gold win.
Edgar went back Into the room and
when asked whst he hsd wanted said
that he bad been sent with a message
by the bead of oue of the departments.
While be was delivering the message
Ooldwtn was looking for the MU he had
He said
left exposed.
It was gone.
nothing about It to Edgar, hut the next
morning the hoy was notified that he

position

was

discharged.
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tlenlly to an Imposition. He went U
Mr. Goldwln aud said to him that slnct
his services were no longer required In
would not object to leaving the con
cern. but a certificate of good charac
would be necessary to enable bln
to find another place.
"It’s against my rule to give certlfl
cates of good character. 1 require nom
when 1 hire persons, and what 1 dou'i
ask 1 don't give"
"Then (ell m* the reason of my dls
ter

charge.”
"That I decline to do also. Shonld I
reason you would call
upon me to prove it. That would tak<
time. Time is money."

give you tbe

Edgar

by the resolute look on
face that he would gall
nothing by pressing the matter auc
left with anger In Uls heart, lie went
straight to the heed of his dejuirlmeni
and asked for an explanation. He wai
given the reason of his discharge anc
advised not to stir tbe matter, becausv
It could only result to bis Injury.
There had been two other persons la
Gotdwlu's private office besides Edgar
one of Whom bad taken tbe hill.
Eui
it would be difficult to prove this evet
If an opportunity had been offered
Edgar went borne and talked the mat
ter over with his mother.
After think
lag of It she counseled him to swallow
the pill. Sln.-e he bad not been opeulj
accused It was not iucuinbent upot
him to make a defense, and If be madi
A defence there was every chance thai
he would not be able to prove his luno
tire

saw

man's

cence.

It happened at this time that Min
of the death of an uncle of Ed
gar's, who left Mm the sum of $3.(AX)
He resolved to apply a part of It t<
studying art. and sluce this would obviate the necessity of his obtaining an
other position be concluded to aecepi
hla mother's advice. But be swore u
himself that a companion object t<
success In his profession should he t(
“get even” with tbe man who had re
fused him uu opportunity to vtndlcst)
himself jfout a charge of being a thief
Touug Beckwith's talent lay In trans
mlttlng a human face to canvas. This
was evident from the Bret, and be re
solved to become a portrait painter
Nevertheless he painted portraits fol
years before be obtained a reputation
for excellent work.
But at last b«
received au older to paint tbe portrait
of a prumivnt judge on the bench
and succeeded In making a very life
like representation of bis subject. Tbe
painting was hung In a courthouse
and every one who saw It admired it
From this time Beckwith received
orders from prominent men. and every
portrait of such added to his reputation.
Not only prominence In his art
Persons ol
but money, came to him.
wealth flocked to him to have them
came

•elves represented on canvas.
Twelve years passed since Beckwith
had ceased to be a clerk and become
an artist.
He had grown a beard, and
his balr was already flecked with gray.
A great change bad come to hla ap
pea ranee since be had been an employee In tbe bouse of Goldwin ft Co.
One morning a carriage drove up to
bis studio and a man came up tbe
Stairs.
The moment be entered Beck
With recognized him as his former
But the artiet saw that be
otnployer.
wae not himself recognized.
“I believe ou are a portrait painter,
sir " said the visitor In a tone he woold
bar* used If be had been asking If a
nan sold mouse traps.
"I am.” replied Beckwith, dreading
leet hla voice should give him away
Oddwin want up to a portrait standins on a table, took oat a polg o<

a

!

no case.

Goldwln found himself Id an unpleaa[Kwltlon. His portrait—pronounced
a work of art—was for sale, and persons were asking why he did not buy
it To do so would coat him $9,500
more than the price be would have
paid bad be accepted It He sent an
agent to Beckwith to try to effect a
compromise. The agent returned with
a statement from the artist that the
ant

painting was making a great reputation for him and be bad decided not
to sell it. but keep It before the public. Goldwln decided not to be "done"
that way and let the matter rest
The picture waa withdrawn from ex
blbltlon. and when It appeared again
the covetous expression that had been
left out was In It. This being reported
to the original, be went to see Jt again
and was furious.
Again he went to
his lawyer and directed him to prose
cute the artist for ridiculing him before the world. The lawyer showed
him cartoons of prominent men In the
newspapers and informed him that It
would be much more difficult for him
to recover In his own case than for
these to do so. Besides, any Jury would
decide against him. If he wished to
own the picture he must pay the price.
Goldwln sent again to Beckwith, asking him to make a price on the por
trait. Beckwith made a price of $25,000.
Goldwln made no reply to the offer.
Again the picture was withdrawn, and
when It reappeared the covetous look
on the face had become miserly. Goldwln tried again to buy It, but the
price had gone up to $30,000. Goldwln
feared that If be did not pay It the
expression would become worse and
the price would go higher.
He sent word to the artist to ask
whether. If the $30,000 was paid, he
pronld restore the original expreaalon to
Beckwith agreed to do ao
the fSce.
and intimated that If the money were
paid film be would distribute It among
the poor. This closed the bargain, the
covetous look on the face disappeared,
and the poor were richer by $30,000.
When Goldwln opened the case containing his portrait a statement of the
true reasons for the great rise la Hi
price lay where It would be mam.
._
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newspapers never get names
right, and like enough the hospital
people made the mistake themselves.”
“Now, don’t you worry, mother, dear.
I'll go t® the hospltM—I'll do no work
today—and see If It's Mike. But I’m
sure it Isn't.”
So Kathleen, instead of going to the
factory, started for the hospital and on
reaching it asked to see the body of
the man who had died there the day
before. She was taken to where the
body lay, and the moment she looked
at it the tears started to her eyes, and
she turned them away at once, so
ghastly was the sight
“It’s my brother. Mike Relley,” she
moaned.

The

Neighborhood
Railroad
The railroad system of New England
“
the neighborhood
is aptly called
railroad ”.

The Incident of this story was a recent occurrence.
This is mentioned
beforehand because there are carping
critics who would any after rending it

go."

Tbe feature* are expressive of the
character, and Goldwln'a features were
no exception to tbe rule.
Beckwith
while painting drew bis subject away
from bis covetousness by chatting with
him on other subjects and thus caught
his best expression. When the portrait
was finished tbe man It represented
seemed to live. One would suppose he
was about to speak, and speak pleasantly. Goldwin told the artist to send
tbe portrait to his bouse, but Beckwith
preferred to keep It till he got his
money and frankly told Goldwin that
if he would send for it with a check
for ITiOO it would be delivered to the
messenger. Goldwin grumbled at this
and went away.
The bext day Beckwith received a
note from bis client stating that the
portrait did not come up to his expecta
tions and he had concluded not to accept It. Beckwith made no reply to the
note and In time received another stat
lng that since Goldwin preferred to pay
for tbe time spent on tbe portrait he
would pay bait the amount charged
(2&0. To this aJso Beckwith paid no
attention, but sent tbe picture to a
dealer for sale.
One day Goldwin was informed that
his portrait was banging in an art
store; that It was being visited by connoisseurs and pronounced a remarkable
piece of work. It bad not yet been
sold.,for tbe artist had set a very high
price on it. Goldwin at once went tc
the store, saw his portrait and asked
the dealer the price for it. Ue was in
formed that it was $10,000. Goldwlu'
went at once to an attorney, whom he
directed to take steps to claim the por
But when the
trait as bis property
lawyer called for tbe correspondence
in tbe case and read copies of bis ell
cut's letters to Beckwith be said be bad

By

•

"Five hundred Is my price."
Goldwln spent some time trying to
obtain a reduction. Finally It occurred
to him that, after all. perhaps, he would
not need to pay anything till the portrait was finished and the artist, having expended his time on it, would
then probably take less for It rather
than have It on his bands.
"You'll wnnt your money, 1 suppose,”
he said, “on delivery of the goods."
“Yes."
"Very well; go shead.*'
Beckwith nrranged with bis subject
for the sittings, and Goldwln departed.
While the man of business was planning to beat the artist, the artist was
planning to beat the man of business.
Bat Goldwln was In this respect In his
element, while Beckwith was not.
Though during the sittings that followed be racked bis brain for some plan
by which he might get his revenge for
that past injustice which still rankled
within him. his Inventive powers failed
him. One thing he resolved upon—be
would paint the best portrait of bis
subject that he was capable of paint-

ing.

abbrnaimcnt*.

v
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woman.

“The
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She went away, stopping at Nora’s to
break the sod news to her. Nora was
broken hearted, but bore her affliction
with resignation.
She went with
Kathleen to Mrs. Relley and told her
that the plan was farfetched; that such
happenings' are only to be found in that the body in the hospital was
Mike’s.
stories and there Is nothing probable
After awhile when they had become
in it
quieted they took steps to have the
Mike Itetley, a young mason, started
body brought to the house for the fuout to work on a bright morning, light
neral.
They called in friends, who
hearted, for by the end of the week,
when paid off, he would have the $500 took the burden upon themselves of
An unmaking all the preparations.
that he had resolved to save before
marrying Nora O’Toole, the girl he dertaker was Instructed to bring the
body, and all other details were atloved and who loved him better than
all the world. The banns had been tended to.
The same evening the body arrived,
published, and everything was being
already in its coffln.
made ready for the wedding, which
A number of friends looked at Mike,
was to occur in just ten days from that
each making some remark.
date.
“He looks very natural,” said one.
Mike said "80 long" to his mother,
"He must have died a peaceful death.”
who was a widow, and to his sister,
“How changed!" said another. “I’d
Kathleen, who worked in a paper mill,
scarcely know him."
and then walked briskly along till
And so the comments went on. Mrs.
he came to theyhouse where Nora lived
and where he expected to see her sitRelley gazed down upon the. corpse,
Nora
ting in the second story window sew- her fqpe blinded with tears.
ing on her wedding outfit, for Nora would not look at it, saying that Bhe
knew the time that Mike went to work
preferred to remember the happy countenance of her lover as she saw it
and was always there to give and rewhen Ife looked up at her while she
ceive a smile, and sometimes they bad
was sitting at her window the last day
a brief chat together.
he ever went to work.
sash. and Mike stopped, and Nora ask\Ybe_n the day of the funeral came
round the mother, the sister and the
ed him if he hnd attended to this and
to that in preparation for the wedding* betrothed were given seats near the
or the fixing up of the nest In which
coffln, while the friends of the family
they were to live, a four room house took chairs behind them. There they
awaited the opening of the funernl
near Mike’s present
home.
He had
satisfied her that he bad done the
ceremony.
We left Mike on his way to his work.
painting needed, and replaced "-the
broken glnss in the windows, and
He was engaged In laying brick all
mended the roof, and they both ngreed
day. and Just before knocking ofT the
that there wns nothing more to be boss drove up In a buggy und said to
done on the premises except what him:
could be done after they moved In.
“Mike, I've got n call for a chimney
The carpenter
out In the country.
Mike kissed his hand to her. She threw
him a kiss in return, and Mike went on work is all done, and they can't do any
his way, while Nora drew down the more till the chimney Is put In. I’ve
sash and resumed her sewing.
agreed to send a man out tonight to
She wns very happy considering that go to work the first thing In the mornshe was to be married so soon to the ing. I want you to go.”
Mike demurred, but the boss offered
mail she loved and plied her needle
briskly. It seemed to go through the him double pay, nnd he consented. A
train wns leaving In half an hour,
fabric of Itself.
But suddenly a presentiment came which was barely enough time for
over her that something was about to
him to catch It.
He arrived at his
happen. In her mind’s eye she saw a destination at 11 o’clock at night and
cofiln with Mike In It and a lot of found a team waiting for him that carmourners sitting about ns at a funeral.
ried him fifteen miles into the country,
Then It seemed to her that Mike sat where there was no other house than
up in his cotlin and said: "What are the one being built within a consideryou slttln’ around that way for when
able distance.
you’ve come to a weddln'?. Get up and
Mike worked several days on the
shake a leg." But Nora drove it out of chimney. He thought he should try to
her head.
get word to his family as to the reaAbout 0 o'clock that night Mike’s son for his absence, but he wns too
sister. Kathleen, appeared at Nora’s busy to think much about it. He had
home and asked If she had seen any- once or twice remained on a Job for
thing of Mike, for he had not come several days without going home or
Nora was a bit troubled, for
home.
sending word nnd did not expect to
Mike, especially since he had beguu
be longer on tills one.
But before he
his preparations to be married, had finished it he was called
upon to put
been very regular In his homecoming In the foundation walls for a house
after knocking off -work at 5 In the
ready to be built a few miles away
afternoon. She told Kathleen that she and was offered double pay If he would
had not seen him since he went by
do It.
He thought what a beautiful
In the morning, when he was looking bridal gift he could
buy for Nora with
very well and very cheerful. She ask- the extra money he was earning. He
ed Kathleen to tell him when he re- would take the
Job and if Nora comturned to come and let her know of
plained of his being away so long Just
his arrival, for she would not go to before the
wedding be would console
bed until she had news of him.
her with the gift
Mike did not come home that night,
»> uru
.> 11tve
umsueu
v\«uk
anu
ms
and In the morning her mother, his
went home, as
he approached the
sister and his sweetheart were all very
house where his mother lived he saw
much troubled about his absence. a hearse and carriages standing before
They hoped that the postman would the door. Terrified, he went In. eager
bring a note from him stating that he to know who was dead. There sat his
had been called upon to do some work mother and sister and bride to be in
which would take him too far from a row before a codin' His mother gave
home to warrant his coming In the him one look and fainted. Nora drew
evening and going out again the next back from him. Those occupying the
But the postman passed, rear seats tumbled over euch other to
morning.
whistling at the door of every other get through the narrow door.
house on his way except that of the
Kathleen alone seemed to take In the
Kelleys, not leaving them a single situation.
letter.
"Mike." she cried, "ye’re not dead,
me
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from Mike. They would have sent to
where be worked to Inquire about him,
but Mike bad never taken pains to
keep them informed as to the places
where he was employed, since he was
frequently changing, sometimes working on two or three different Jobs in
the same day.
A week passed, and Mike did not
His mother was broken
turn up.
down with worry.
Nora ceased her
preparations for the wedding. Kathleen alone, who was obliged to go to
work every day and whose mind was
therefore employed, stood up under the
All three of them scanned
trouble.
what newspapers they could get hold
»f to see if a body bad been found
Inywhere that might be Mike’s.
One morning Just before Kathleen
went to the factory she saw her mother, who was looking In a newspaper
for news of Mike, fall in a faint
Kathleen ran to her, and her first
words after regaining consciousness
Were:
“My boy Is dead!”
"Where is It mother?” asked the horror stricken girl. "Show me!”
Mrs. Retley put her finger on the
Item, and Kathleen read that the day
before a man bad staggered Into St
Luke's hospital and bad fallen unconHe bad revived Just long
scious.
enough to say "My name's OTtellsy."
"It isn't Mike at all. mother," said
“There’s no V to ovt
Kathleen.

after all!"
"Dead? Why should I be dead?”
“I made a mistake. Mebbe I didn’t
look close enough.”
"What’s the matter with you all?”
asked Mike.
By this time Norn had recovered her
wits and flew to her lover’s arms, burying her face on his breast and crying:
“Oh, Mike, sure It’s a miracle! We
thought you were In your coflln.”
"In my coflln? Do 1 look like that?”
This led to a comparison, and It was
Sgreed that the dead man, though not
Unlike Mike, under other circumstances
Would not have been mistaken for him.
“Get It out at once!” cried Mike.
In a twinkling all was changed. The
faces put off the lugubrious appearance
of mourning and put on the happy expression of wedding guests, for It was
decided to hurry up the bridal preparations and turn the funeral into a marriage. That very evening the pair
were united and went to live In the
bouse they had prepared for their re-

ception.
My story shows, among other things,
the power of the Imagination. Kathleen's fear that she would dud Mike's
dead body In a coffin Impressed on
her mind that she saw him. This started a chain of Imaginary Incidents that
lod to a union of errors. Aftewall. waa
there anything especially remarkable
that Mike being supposed dead, another parson with a similar name should
have hew mistaken for him?
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And there's just as much difference between fresh
tobacco in the Sickle Plug and dried-up particles of sliced
or granulated tobacco.
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All the natural tobacco flavor and moisture are pressed
into the Sickle Plug, and kept in by the natural leaf
wrapper. You whittle a pipeful off the plug as you use it
—that is why you always get it fresh—always get a
slow-burning, sweet, cool, satisfying smoke.
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WOOD BURNING FURNACES
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great heaters and
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HOT BLAST AND
CLARION OAK
You can keep your house
comfortable all winter with
very little care and expense <
if you install one of these fuelsaving heaters.
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Uric Add is leaving the system.
"For six years I was practically a cripple
on crutches from Rheumatism.
One bottle of Rhetuna cured me."—J. K. Green,
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For

which arc practically the same, (should nol
throw his vote away, but should use it tc
defeat Pattaugall by rotlDR for Peters."

Representative

Congress, Third

to

Maine District,
JOHN A. PETERS, of Ellsworth.
Peters
As the

must be because our Maine farmers
are charging too much for their crops.
Therefore the avowed purpose of thie
tariff bill is to make the Maine farmer
sell at a lower
that it doesn’t
aims

Do

at.

price. If it
accomplish
farmers

won’t do
what it

want

that

change?”
A vote for Pattangall or for Lawrence is a vote of approval for an administration which is making that

change.
The result of

a

post-card

canvass

conducted in Washington county by
the Portland Express, is very significant. and is encouraging to the supporters of the republican candidate,
as on the face of these returns the
election of Mr. Peters is indicated.
The returns as obtained from Washington oounty have been extended to
the whole district by the percentage
system to obtain a total. When it is
considered that Washington county is
the home of Mr. Lawrence, and was
for many years the home of Mr. Patit will be realized that the
odds were all against Mr. Peters.
However, if such a showing can be
made by returns from Washington

tangall,

Pattangall—Which?
campaign progresses its

or

and
serioasness
upon the minds

Hotv Does It Strike Farmers?
“If it is necessary to remove the
tariff from oar farm products,” said
Hon. E. C. Plummer, at Solon, “it

importance grow county, It would oertainly be imthe thoughtful
proved in the rest of the district.
Ordinarily • by-election at- This post-card canvass indicates that

voters.

of

tracts little attention outside the district in which it is held.

the third party candidate is out of the

running.
significance of the
campaign now going on? Why are
It is well recognized that if Pattanthe most distinguished speakers of
gall is elected, his triumph will be herthe country coming here to assist one
alded throughout the land as an enparty or the other? In a Congress dorsement, by the voters of Maine, of
overwhelmingly democratic, what the democratic free-trade (for the
counts one democrat lees, or one reNorth policies. It Is also well recogpublican more? Why are the eyea of nized that a vote for Lawrence is an
the whole country just now fixed on
indirect vote for the democratic canthe third district of Maine? Not in a
didate, as it it a division of the antigeneration has a single election dis- PattaDgall strength. In the same
trict attracted such country-wide atway, if Mr. Peters is elected by the
tention, and its resnlt will have a tre- handsome
majority his friends are
tnanrlmio Oibnnfwvr_mirin niVnnf
confidently predicting, the result will
The administration in power acbe beralded throughout the laud as a
quired control through a fluke—a di; stinging rebuke to the men who have
Vision of its opponents; whether that
“put over" this sand-bagging of Maine
division had any justification need not
products and industries.
now
What

is the

be discussed.

has

shaped

its

The administration
policy, and Is carrying it

out.

It is taking the first opportunity
offered to seek justification.
That

policy

involves the practical abolition
of the republican policy of protection,
under which this nation for more than

Local pride ought to appeal to Mr.
fellowcitizens ot Ellsworth in

Peters’

making
hall

a

next

signal

Saturday’s rally
success.

Win

or

at

Hancock

lose,

ne has

tight, and all his
fifty years (excepting a brief period friends and neighbors, regardless of party,
under Cleveland), has grown and should pay him the compliment ot turnprospered beyond calculation.
ing out and listening to the final words of
Are the voters of this district pre- a most remarkable political campaign.
pared to endorse this program? If
they are, their duty is plain; vote the
Twenty-five Rooeevelt supporters
democratic ticket, and vote it straight, of Brooks, tired of the reports that
and thus yield to the appeal made by the Roosevelt vote was all
going to
the President himself and echoed and Lawrence, and desiring to make their
re-echoed by the army of democratic position known, have sent a letter to
orators now on the stump.
the chairman of the Waldo county
If not, their duty is equally plain; committee, declaring that
they have
vote for the only candidate who can not left the republican
party, and
win if the democrat can’t. The pity that they are going to vote for Peters.
of it is that in such a crisis the oppo- Any groups of Taft men
going to
nents of the democratic
policy are Lawrence beard of yet?
•
divided
not
on
the fundamental
H. L. Goodrich, a prominent memquestion at iBsue, but on the question
of candidates.
ber of the Somerset oounty progresUnited the common enemy can be sive committee, and an ardent worker
defeated; divided we are at their for Roosevelt in the last campaign,
mercy. No one with any pretense of comes oat strongly for Peters; he beknowledge of the situation as it is to- lieves that all anti-deraocrals should
made

a

—

_

fail to see that Mr. Peters
day
leads Mr. Lawrence; republicans claim
it; democrats concede It; progressives who have any sort of a grip on
the situation don’t deny it.
can

What, then, is to be gained by a
fatuous opposition the Inevitable result of which will be to put them on
record as

they

are

There

valiant

unite in an effort to elect a congressman favorable to protection.
Elsewhere in this issue we print a
portion of the speech of Hon. W. B.
Skelton delivered last Tuesday even-

the house of those who
his friends.
«

ought

to

be

hy He Is lor Peters.

rather

According to reports from Somerset
and Waldo counties, Roosevelt voters
are finding it too tame to come to
Peters by individuals; they’re coming
In droves
literally tumbling over
—

Carlton Doak, of Belfast, a promi- each other to get on to the bandnent Roosevelt supporter last fall wagon.
both in Massachusetts and Maine,
Let every republican vote next
writes Col. Parkhnm:
“In vsrions places around Waldo county I
have encountered people who seemed to misunderstand my position in the congressional

fight now going on in the third district, msny
of my friends having the impression that because I was a Roosevelt man last November, I
would now support Mr. Lawrence in preference to Mr. Peters.
"I can think of only one contingency that
might cause me to do this; I refer to the remote possibility of Mr. Lawrence being able
to poll more votes than Mr. Peters, a possibility so remote as to be hardly worthy of
serious consideration.
"I am satisfied beyond any doubt that the
fight is between Peter* and Pattangali, and
that Lawrence is simply a disturbing element
in what would otherwise be a clear field for a
victory for protection and the best intersets of
the State of Maine.”
In the same letter Mr. Doak saye
Of hie work in Massachusetts:
•*I found that there

was

really

no

‘progres-

‘Roosevelt* party
In Massachusetts the state election am!
election
are
held
at the sam«
presidential
time, and I found that while it was a corn*
parativsly easy matter to arouse favorabU
sentiment for Roosevelt and Johnson, it wnt
almost impossible to get the Roosevelt met
to support the progressive state ticket.
MI feel that we have the same proposition ii
Maine, and that John A. Peters is bound b
be a winner. I consider that a vote for Law
rence is simply s help to Pattangali, and tfaai
•very man who believes in the principles o!

tive’ party; it

was

simply

either the republican

or

a

progressive party

Monday. By staying at home yon run
the risk of being put on record aa endorsing the Wilson administration
and lta tariff-for-revenue-only policy.
Strongest Possible Candidate.
(Jfachiaa Bepubtiean.]
Mr. Peters is the strongest possible candidate the republicans could have chosen
to lead them out of the wilderness, and
every republican, and we believe many
former republicans, know this and will
to elect him.
gentleman who voted the progressive ticket last tali was heard to say:
“We were all republicans last fall. 1 am
not going to vote for Mr. Lawrence and
help elect Pattangall.”
This seems to be the feeling of a large
number of progressives, and we believe
most of them will vote for Mr. Peters,
who bas proved to be a man possessed of
progressive ideas in politics in the last
two sessions of the legislature, and who is
highly thought of by every person wbo
served in those two legislatures.
Us Is at able ee is Pattangall, and every
man who believse in
protecting home industriae will vote for him to represent this
district in Congress.
work
As

Congress.

from tbe li'nldo County
editor is E. P. Hanson
mayor ol Belfast. Three weeks ago Mr.
Hsnson announced his hostility to Pattangall, and gave bis reasons for his bolt.
Of the other two candidstes he announced
that he should support the on* who, in
It all

Herald,

his

came

whose

judgment,

seemed

tbe

more

likely

to

win.

The following week Mr. Hanson continued his attack on Pattangall. and while
he did not commit himself to either
Peters or Lawrenoe, be announced that so
far as his canvass has gone, Peters seemed
to be in the lead.
Last

week

a

third

broadside aimed at

Pattangall appeared, and in addition Mr.
Hanson formally announced that his
personally conducted canvass satisfied
him that Mr. Peters was far in the lead,
his judgment the only man who
coaid beat Pattangall.
and in

“My investigations,”

be

says,

“that

reached every part of the district bring to
me evidence sufficient to warrant me in

saying that
progressive

more

than 80

vote

is

Mr. Peter*, with

per cent, of the

absolutely

assured to

strong probability from tbe continued change from
Mr. Lawrence to Mr. Peters that my
reports show is going on, that by tbe time
we come to election day there will be a
very small per cent, of the original progressives who will vote for Mr. Lawrence,
“Leader after leader in the progressive
movement wrote me over their own signaa

very

they
going
support.
Peters, though tfasy were still progresbelieve
that a division of tbe
sives, as they
strength between Mr. Peters and Mr.
Lawrence meant the defeat of both, and
that in their opinion, it being either
Peter* or Pattangall, they should support
Mr. Peter* and were going to do so.
“Furthermore, these men almost unanimously informed me that what was true,
personally, with them, was also true of a
large majority of tbe progressive voters of
tures that

to

were

their section.
“This was getting evidence first hand,
not by hearsay.
“My investigation also revealed the
fact, that outside of Waldo county, there
were a large number of
democrats who
were openly stating that they were going
to support Mr. Peters, believing that by so
doing they would be able to defeat Mr.
Pattangall.
“On the other hand 1 found Mr. Lawrence had more strength in Waldo county
part of the field, by a
very large per cent., yet I found that even
here the progressive voters are turning to
Peters with more or less rapidity.
“The tendency is in that direction.”
In another paragraph. Mayor Hanson,
conceded by men of all parties to be one
than in any other

of the best

practical politicians

in

the

State, says:
“Our close and impartial canvass of the
district shows that Mr. Lawrence has not
the ghost of a show to win. It also reveals the fact that he has more strength
in Waldo county by far than in any other
section of the district, and it is also true
that there are scores in this county who
would prefer to vote for Lawrence, but
who by election day will recognize that
such a vote will not aid in accomplishing
that which

they

most desire

—

the

break-

ing of the Kennebec ring, and they, too,
will undoubtedly cast their votes for Mr.
Peters.”

Clinching

the

Mayor Hanson

matter,

further says:
been just as
“Personally
willing to support Mr. Lawrence had I
found that his strength was such as to
give me any reasonable assurance of winning by lending him our aid, but developments did not show this to be a fact.”
I would

have

together

one

We should not divide when the prosperity of this county is involved. An
Amerioan is s giant deal bigger man than
either a democrat or a republican. I think
any democrat or any republican makes
himself smaller if he will stand in the way
of Amerioan progress because it will help
his party Warns* 0. Wafa*.

When

the

progressive county committee, is self-

indicates the drift Petersward:
ITT»r

ImlmU,

Jam.,

AU|. it, IViS.

Hon. F. P.

Pennell,
Skowhegan. Me.

Dear Mr. Pennell: I feel it my duty to inform yon at this time of the political situation in Palmyra; alao of my position regarding the coming election of a successor to our
late friend, Hon. Forrest Goodwin.
1 have canvassed this town quite thoroughly, and find almost a solid vote for J. APeters, excepting of course, the democratic
vote, which will be less than normal.
While everyone speaks very highly of E.
M Lawrence, they feel that all anti-democrats
should unite and defeat, if possible, one
whose policy is not in sympathy with Maine’s
great interests.
I. with thousands of others, voted and
worked with ail honesty of purpose for the
defeat of President Taft because of his reciprocity treaty with Canada, and X cannot
conscientiously cast my vote for a party
knowing that by so doing it will help elect
one who stands ready to destroy oar great
principle of protection which is of such vital
importance to our State and our future

development.
However, I wish you

understand that
should I have found Mr. Lawrence leading in
the great contest, I would have done all in my
power to elect him, as I believe him worthy
of the people’s confidence, as do I also Mr.
Peters.
Hoping to see all nnited for the best interest of the great cause, I am.
Yours vsry truly,
H. L. Gooducb.
to

—

“Now wbat are we, who believe in protection, going to do?
There are only two
sides to this question
Its enemies will unite
against it. They will win If enough of its
friends are divided. That Is what they rely
on.
We can win for protection by standing
together for protection. Can we not do *o?
“Let os analyte this thing calmly. ! have
no quarrel with any tnan who disagrees with
me.
He has )ust as much right to his opinion
as 1 have to mine.
I ask no man to Join me
simply because the trend is that way. If bis
conscience tells him not to, he shonld not do
it. 1 would not. I simply want to talk the
thing over frankly and cordially.
“We all believe In a protective tariff. We
would not have had the Underwood bill If we
had kept together.
But that is a matter of
history now, and 1 criticise no man for It.
If Mr. Roosevelt bad been
nominated at
Chicago, there would have been only the republican party. It was not the party that
was considered at fault.
Many people believed that those in control of the convention acted unfairly.
They carried the fight
into the election to rebuke that acting, not to
repudiate the principle of protection, or any
other great principle of government which
the party advocated. We agree on them now
“As I have said, that matter has been settled. Mr. Taft was defeated at the polls. 1
do not think it was wise, but you are as honest in jour views of it is I in mine. It is useless to fight that over again.
The question
now is
How can we best serve the interests
on which we agree.
“If the progressive party had been founded
on a great new issue of permanent character
and distinct from the other parties, there
would be reason in continuing the split and
sacrificing protection, if the new issue were
more important.
But it does not appear to
have been.
»i

iwi bwh! iur ruir

ui

propie,

oai

the people, by and targe, do rule. They have
every instrument with which to rata. They
have the direct primary, the initiative and
referendum, all republican legislation.
If
they go to the polls no man can contra! them.
If they do not, no party is safe.
“But we need only to study the events of
the last few month* to *ee that the new organisation received it* strength rather from
personal circumstances than from any issue
on which parties are founded.
It was the
wonderful personality of Mr. Roosevelt. And
no party founded
oo the personality of a
single individual, no matter how great and
wise, can be permanent in a republic.
“He cannot carry to bis party the strength
his magnetism secures for himself, and without it the party becomes weak because it cannot maintain
itself in its many parts and
communities which make up the whole
It is
one case where the whole is greater than the
sum of all its parts.
“Am I right? In less
than ten months
changes have occurred which show the trend.
I am not speaking of wbat is now going on in
this district, but of what we have actual
figures for. In the first place while Mr.
Roosevelt as head of the party was second by
a large margin over Mr. Taft, he carried with
him on bis ticket only nine representatives in
Congress sgainst 127 republicans. They were
all candidates on national issues, and the Issues the same.
"Am 1 not right in saying it was the personality of the man rather than any governmental policy on which the contest was
waged? But he Is not a candidate in this
election.
“He received in Miohigsn 214.5*4 votes and
the republicans 152,244. That was bis fight in
protest against the Chicago convention. In
the spring Michigan bad a state-wide election
with all three parties in the field. Mr. Roosevelt actively participated in it. The progressive vote was reduced to 92.108; the republicans carried the state with 178440.
“Chicago gave him twice as many votes as
Taft, but in the spring the republicans had
three times as many as the progressives.
“81. Louis cast 25.000 votes for Roosevelt, but
after a hot campaign In the spring, with him
speaking in it, they got less than 4400, and
the republicans carried the city.
iut sac noun nave
Bireauy re*
In New York city they propose to
smaigamste on a municipal ticket.
"The trend here in Maine is equally suggestive.
Comparing the later municipal elections with that of November in the cities
which had three tickets, we find tfegt in Portland the republicans gained 780 and the proIn South Portland we
gressives lost 2.4M.
gained 210; they lost 438.
In Auburn we
gained 8J8; they lost 485. In Lewiston we
gained 980; they lost 1&2. In Rockland we
gained 403; they lost 171. In Augusta we
In East port we
gained 606; they lost 654.
gained 114; they lost 11. In bangor they did
not even present a ticket.
“Someone may ask why the republicans do
not go over to the progressives in this district, if we believe alike. What is the use to
do that if the trend is the other way over the
State and over the nation? It merely sacrifices interest to pride. W'e vote for what we
want because we believe tt it to our interest,
end we cannot promote our interests by persisting in being in the minority.
“If there ia a difference of opinion as to
party management or any other issue that the
future may present, those now progressives
need not doubt their ability with the direct
primaries, the presidential primaries, the
election of senators, the initiative and
popular
the referendum, to carry any particular issue
if they constilate a majority of the party.
And if they are not a majority of one party on
any particular question, they certainly could
not win as a party by themselves.
“I say all this with the utmost respect for
everv man’s opinion.
If there is one, or a
hundred, or a thousand, who cannot conscientiously endorse the republican policy in
the issues which confront us, do not do so.
But for those who do think alike to suffer
something to be thrust upon them which
they do not want from failure to act together
seems to me needless
“You will stem the tide of free trade if you
act together. Consider it carefully, and with
open minds. Then vote as each one of you
thinks right, and the result must be cheerThat ia the principle on
fully accepted.
which onr government ie founded, and I do
not like a poor loser."

miii/ibuu

united.
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there are only Two Sides
Skelton's Able Address.
One of the best statements of the situation In this political campaign was that
of Hon. W. B. Skelton in an address at
New Portland last Thursday "-veiling
Mr. Skelton talked briefly on the tariff,
and then spent some time in snswering
some of the democratic attacks on Mr.
Peters’ legislative record. He then went
on to discuss the real issue of the campaign and what anti-democrats were going to do about it. He said in part:

ju

Progressive’s Conclusive.
The following correspondence between
H. L. Goodrich, a Roosevelt man, and P.
P. Pennell, of Skowhegan, chairman of
A

It is a

appeal
favoring a policy to which they shoald vote for Peters
than for Lawrenoe. Read it.
fundamentally opposed?
is no middle ground.
If

Peters is defeated, he will be slain in

tangall

to

splendid explanatory; it is an illustration of the
protectionists, Bbowing why changes which are taking place daily, and

ing at New Portland.
to

to Democratic AuthorityEditor Hanson’s Views.
Another broadside wi« fired *t the
democratic party last week by on* of its
own member* who is out to smash the
democratic ring oi “imperial Kennebec”,
and to prevent the election ol W. K. Pat-
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BANGOR

PORTLAND

RuaioflM. Shorthand and Telegraphy Cwrm of tht* School tr«reth*r with the h*to rt u.
Poeitioa Department haa been the mean* of ctartln* thousand* of yawn* Men mr.d
on the road to a eurceeaful career In the Ructncee World. What It has done for other* VTu
"
reasonable to cuppoee It can do for you. Write for Free Catalog.

THE

SHAW, Praeldeote Portland. Maine

F. L.

C. D

HARDEN. Treasurer, Banyor.
Main,

CHUMXOR FROM PAID HER.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Earl Jordan la hum* from Bontbbay for

Philip Jordan and wife have returned
to Dexter, after visiting bare.

Offer* to Refund Money ff |»r. How.
•rd’e Remedy Will Sot Cure
Any Cnee of Coaatlpatlon

Mre. A. W. Ellis and Miaa Frances
Loweree are visiting in Boston.

O. A. i'archer la Keeking the worat
case

vacation.

a

or

or conatipation in
Elltwortb
vicinity to teat Dr. Howard, new
remedy tor the core of tfaoae dieeaae*.
or

Gardiner Milliken has returned from
Bar Harbor, where be has been employed.

So confident ia be that thi*
remarkable
medicine will effect a lasting core in t
•bort time, that b* offer* to relundibe
money eboutd it not be eucceaetul.
In order to aeeure tha quickest poeeible
introduction, Mr. Parc her will aril a rtfaiar fifty-cant package of thi* medicine at
half prioa, X cant*.
Thia remedy of Dr. Howard’! will core
lick-headache, ditiy feeling*, conetipallon, dytpepeia and alt forma of malaria
ind liver troabie. It doe* not simply
gin
relief for a time; it make* permanent and

George N. Witters and wife and Willis
Sadler and wife, of Sprlngvals, an visiting
Elisa B. Armstrong and wife.
Leroy Has lam and wife, of Bangor, were
here over Sunday and Monday, guests of
Arthur W. Salisbury and family.
Mr*. Charles E. Carter and ton Everett,
Belfast, have nturned home after a
visit with relatives ben and at liar Harbor.
of

The Sunday school picnic, postponed
from Wednesday of last week on account
of nin, was held Thursday at Pleasant
beach, and was largely attended.

-oinplet#

Leon S. Flood end Howard Haalam, of
w en ben
Saturday night on their
way to Waltham to spend Sunday and
Monday with Mr. Haalam'a pannts.

well,
>c*a
are

John Maroney and wife, of Weet Hoxbury, Mr*. Nellie Byrne* and Jobu
Hughe* *nd daughter Mary, of Spring-

hen in their automobile.

Yea, Faint

Wednesday-Thursdav
Sept 10-11.

may be

high next year, so much work bat
been put-off and more wtll be.
Men don’t know that it costa more
money to wait than
bout 10 per cent, to

■

to paint; it costs
wait, and not over

lest Country fair in the County

6 for the extra

price.
WbatieS? About flSO on the average
Job (3000 square feet t; 10 gallon* Devoe, IS
ol average

Suppose

paint, yea JO ot some.
then's plenty of oil next

vigor. Joy and bappiwilt take the place ot that “don’t
1
whether live or die" feeling.
and increase

EDEN FAIR

field, Mass., have been gueels of Mr**
Margaret Nevelle. Mr. Maroney and wife

trip

cure*.

It will regulate the bowela, tone up ibe
he whole in rest Inal tract, give you an
ippetite, make food lmate good end digeat

Bangor,

made the

Dyepepala.

of dytpepeia

Leonard R. Jordan has been home from
a visit with his family.

Strong for

COM El!

year,
then

won’t paint go down? Yea, a little;
can’t be plenty ef oil; the demand settles
that. Half the work ot last year and thia
is

waiting; stupid we are.
Morriton-Joy Co. tells it.

for limt

ot

DEVOE.

Salt.

sals or rent—My farm of aboot
HO acres. one-hsif woodland, on
burry
road, 1 mil* from P. O- Buildings in good rrpair. Inquire of Cspt N. H. Miaki, Ells-

INARM—For

wtmh.

ft tip ttlanMi.
strong, middle-aged woman to
assist cook, and to do meat-frying and
vegetable cooking. Apply in person or by
mail. Good pay for tb« right peraon. Hancock House. Kliswortb. Me.

COOK—Good,

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,

Spttfal Koiuck.

Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.

PROPOSALS.
$300.000.<X
•own* rot state.

Four per cent

CvTttMnci StitcilwJ.
FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

virtu* of the

Authority vested in him
under chapter 199 of the Public Laws of
BY
1913 and under the

direction of th; Governor
and council, the treasurer of the State of
Maine offers for asie coupon bonds of the
State of Maine in the denominations of $100.
$300, $800, and $1,0(0, in the aggregate prinamount of $300,000 and maturing sericipalfrom
one to forty years, bearing date of
ally
September first. 1913, and interest at four per
cent, per
annum,
payable semi annual!j.
Said bonds to be denominated "State Highway bonds."
Said bonds will be awarded to the higbeet
bidder conforming to the conditions herein
contained
No bids for said bonds at leas than par will
be received
No bids for any
part of said bonds conditioned upon the length of the term they
shall run will be received.
In the event of an over-subscrlpton for said
bonds by two or more bidders at the name
price, they being the highest bidders thereon,
the bonds will be divided among them in proto the amount of their
portionand
respective
case of such apportionment the
bids,
amount of the short term bonds received by
each bidder will be determined by the tree*
urer of State by lot. unless the several bidders awarded such bonds agree.
Bid* will be opened at the office of the
Treasurer of 8late on the first day of October.
1919, at two o’clock.
Jos. W. SiMrsoa,
Treasurer of State.

COMMISSIONER*
Hamcock
4.

It0.ll Xoticts.
NOTICE or rORECUMI Kt.
r(
tlTHKKEAW. WIHl« E. Plckertn*.
▼▼
land, Hancock county. Bate of Mains,
bis
1,
deed
dated
>y
August
mortgage
md recorded In Hancock county registry o*
leeds in book 09, page 5. conveyed to George
V. Bassett, of Verona, county of Hancock,
tale of Maine, certain -real estate thus <iecrlbed In said mortgage:
A certain lot or parcel of land situate iaid Orlaad. and bounded and described a*
oliowa, to wit: All that part of lot numbered
!fty one (51) according to the plan and surrey
>f Jacob Snerburn. and know *§ the Bowdm
<r Bowden Hill lot, which lies on this other
outh or southerly side of the county road
eading from Bucksport to Ellsworth- Wring
he eame premieee conveyed ly Dsnie- G*
Uch to Anson M. Cunningham by deed dated
uly 3. 1901, and recorded in Hancock ref•try of deed* vol. gat page HI.
And whereas the conditions of said mort*
have been so<l now are broken, now
herefore, by reason of such breach of con*
< litions, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage*
Bucksport, Maine, August 97, 1913.
(.bobos W. Bassett
by Wiley C. Co nary, his attorney.
I

NOTICE.

as.

Bar

Harbor. August », a. d. 1913.
having been duly

the °“^signed,
\VB’appointed
the

-JXKnowles, judge by
of

Honorable Jerome
within and for
said county,
to receive and decide upon the claims of the creditors of Bedford B. Tracy, late of Winter Harbor, in said
county, deceased, whose estate has been
represented Insolvent, hereby give public
mrtice agreeably to the order of the said
judge of probate. that six months from and
after August 3, 1913, have been allowed
to said creditors to present and
prove their
claims, and that we will attend to the
duty assigned us at the office of B. E. Clark,
Bar Harbor, Maine, on the nineteenth
day of
September, 1913,and the third day of Febru°I tba clock In the forenoon of
each of said days.
Bbbtbahd E. Clabx,
Hamby M. Commbbs,
H.

I •LLSWORTH

probate
commissioners

*

CARO OF
▼ T
ioa

ciety
to

ue

'HARLE8 A. LUCE, late of BUCKSPOBT.
n the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
teing required by the terms of said will. Ail
»er*ons having demands
against the e«*
I ate of said deceased are desired to
t he eame for settlement, and all indebted
hereto are requested to make payment imRot R. Hombb.
mediately.
Bucksport, Aug. IS,

j

pr*«*uJ

1911._

StoturtlfraroU.

Wm. O. EMERY
TITLES

THANKS,

ELLSWORTH,

w friend, for their
many kind expressions of sympathy.
(or beautiful floral
offerings; also the
church and Young
People's sofor their symnathy, and the
sent
at the time

Bio.kin,

flowers*

CABO or
_

rAM,Lr-

OEPIOEi

MORRISON, JOY t CO. SLICK.

TBABBS.

STATS STSaST.

*o ,*tond
tknnk, to
W*,i'b.
TT
friend, ud aeiebbon tor their kind
on,

our

n,lp end irnpatk, in the loee of

?2S£2

mZu&liZ+wSr9

“B

MAIM*

March,, mad a and iMIraati
an, ,apl„ Iftirnlah,, •" adart
datlaa, and at ■AMRMU MCfl

o/ourVad bereavSnSi.

Ajygfjff"™

notice tb«t
executor

subscriber hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
rHB
t the last will and testament of

<

Commissioners.

How’s This?
We otter One Hundred Dollars Reward for
case
of
Catarrh
that cannot be cured by
any
Hatl’s Catarrh Cave.
P. J. CHENEY * CO., Toledo, O.
Ws, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney lor the last 14 years, and believe him
honorable in all business transacperfectly
tions and financially able to carry oat any
obligations made by Ills firm.
NATIONAL BANK OP OOMMEBCB.
Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Care is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent Iras.
Pries 7* cents per bottle. Bold by all Drug-

Store!

Small Instruments of all kinds, amt everything In
the music i'ne. Talking Machines, Sewing Machines

•

_

Either Peters or PsttaBfail.
(Belfat* Republican Journal.)
Either a republican or a democrat wii
be elected to Congress from the third district. No other result is possible or probable. If s democrat is elected he will not
represent s Urge majority of the people of
the district, personally or politically, but
will be antagonistic to them in every

^

Abbmiftmmt*.

WHY THREE CANDIDATES?

PETERS LEADS

oar

IdMtm. Itt-t.

».U»"

loved
« «

OAamaramt,

i

Phe Ellsworth Awemoak

CITY MEETING.

WITH

Regular Meeting With Little Binlne*» Lett Evening.
The tegutor meeting of the city govetnwe* held l**t evening; full board

njent

Roll* of account* were p***ed

present.

a*

Political Rallies being Held all Over
the County.
The three parties in the

congressional

fight

been busy in Hancock county
the past week, and will
keep it up right
have

7.
Xante.
F
Schuyler Hlggln*.
Arthur B Mitchell.
H F Weecott.
Michael J Iirnramey,
poor,
glectrlcliaht, B H A V K Power Co,
E E Sprinter,
Library.
Mr* H H Emerson.
Mary A Hodgkins.
John H Brown,
fire dept.
George W Hamilton,
BOLL or ACOOrJCTS 1*0.

Amount.
* M as
5425
jm
MS *8
ata 2S
ION
14 00
15 00
63 00
53 00
J
Royal Goodwin,
37 so
Qrrin M Clement.
23 50
Autin H Joy,
17 74
.1 sines E A nderson.
17 ao
Whitcomb. Haynes St Co,
2 93
Charles L Morang.
1 35
A W Curtis.
1 as
J A Austin.
1 25
83 38
guptofschs. Clara O44 Hopkins.
175
Test-hook sop,
W J Clark, Jr.
8 2ft
Silver, Burdett St Co,
4 95
American Book Co,
16 88
2 60
Morrison-Joy Co,
Austin H Joy,
85
Mrs
Tyler Brown.
500
School.
Maurice Cunningham.
12 00
Mrs A H Cousins,
6 00
Mr* Eva A Garland.
8 00
Mr* George L DeWiM,
4 00
School house, H L Danico,
20 84
Charles F Fuller,
80 00
A W Curtis.
25
Horace F Weacott,
80 04
Charles C Bufrill St Son,
12 00
Frank R Moore,
356 07
John P Eldridge.
78 21
4550
High school, Via Smith.
Thos E Hale.
•Contingent.
99 87
9 SO
Dorephu* L Fields.
Charles H Leland,
2 90
Edward R Card,
10 70
Minnie Bryant.
25
town of Hancock.
16 OQ
Horace F Weecott,
7 20
G M Don ham.
2 00
Edmond J Walsh,
80 00
John Sllvy,
24 00
John B Doyle,
84 uo
Ldriag. Short St Harmon, 17 26
James E Anderson,
11 00
David B Linnehan,
10 00
Frank R Moore.
41 84

fund.
folic*.

Three Parties

Furnishing

a

Lively

Campaign.
Political rallies have been held in Ellsworth the past week by the three parties.
Odd Fellows hall was filled last Satur-

The schedule for the remainder of this
so far as announced, ia as follows;

week,

REPUBLICAN.

Sept. 3—Castine, Cranberry Isles, Ded-

ham.

4—Har Harbor, Northeast Harbor,

Hancock, Surry.
Sept. 5—Bluehill, Southwest

Harbor,

West Sullivan.
Sept. 6—Bucks port, Ellsworth, Winter
Harbor.
Fuller announcement of the
Ellsworth meeting appears elsewhere.
PROGRESSIVE.

the

previous bills, and stating its probaeffect.
Both speakers were Roose-

velt men, and

now

class

themselves

evening Hancock ball was
crowded to bear Mr. Pattangall, democratic candidate for Congress, and Hon«

McGillicuddy, congressman

the

bill.

In

a

general

way

from the

he

attention

of

the

_________

BLUEHILL

FAIR

Opened Yesterday With

Good At-

tendance.

The fair of the Hancock county agri-

dis-

audience

ex-Senator Albert J. Beveridge, progressive, spoke in the postofflce
He was introduced by C. B.
square.
Pineo, of Bar Harbor.
This evening Congressman Walter M.
Chandler, of New York, and George C.
Webber, of Auburn, will address a progressive rally at Hancock hall.
Next Saturday evening the last rally in
Eliswo?th of the campaign will be held at
Hancock hall by the republicans. Hon.
John A. Peters, the candidate for Congress

cultural

benefits which the fair had been to

The

racing yesterday

was

excellent,

interest.

city by stimulating the agricul- though both races went in straight heats.
development of this vicinity. The Charles A. Trafton, of Sanford, the

the entire
tural

board voted |60 for the fair.
K. J. Walsh, chairman of the school
board, presented rocommendatiou tor the
opening of schools 7 and 9 at North Ellsworth, closed by Htate law, the attendance
at each having fallen below eight.
The
board voted to open the schools.
Permit was granted to B. T. Howie to
make connection with sewer back of his
property on Main street.
New bids for painting the Main street
bridge were opened. When the original
bid* were opened last month it was
fouud that Walter C. Wilson had bid
fTS V) and John A. Moore flOO. The contract was awarded to Mr. Wilson, who
then discovered that he had made a mistake, getting his figures for the Main
street and Ellsworth Falls bridges transposed.
New bids were asked for. Mr. Moore
allowed his bid of flOO to remain open.
Two new bids were received last night
Frank E. Moon, f»8.75; Waiter C. Wilson,
In consideration of the fact that Mr,
Moor had allowed his bid to remain open,
—

the contract

was

awarded to him at

Adjourned.
DOLLAKOTOWN.
H.

Meader

Tuesday

left

for

Massachusetts.
Mrs. Kate DeBeck is visiting her nleoe,
Mrs. Irving Stack

pole.

Miss Mildred Wilson hta returned to
her home in
Beverly, Mass., after spending a few weeks with Adelia Barron.
Miss Persia Meader has returned to

Hancock,

N. H„ after spending a few
weeks with her parents, J. C, Meader and
wife.

Congregational society,
Croxford, of Brewer,

the
Jeannette

the ladies of

Miss
will

give

a

tecilal Friday
evening, 8ept. 6, in
the
church.
who have heard
Ail
“Miss Croxford’s reading I a anticipate
*n entertainment
merit.
unusual
of
Bev. Walter Hawthorne, who is the
Posseseor of a beautiful tenor voice, will
•five several selections.
Mrs. Wilde, of
Minneapolis, will assist by prelude and st
accompanist. Ice-craam, cake and candy
will be served in the chapel.
Spec.
Bept. t.
FRENCHBORO.

Mrs. Thomas Osier, of Load's island, is

visiting bsr son

1

2

3

t

1

2

3

races:

3.00 daee, Trot or Pace. Puree, fJOO.
Bunker, b g. by Johnny Wilkes. C
J Worthen. 8t Albans. 1 1 1
Sweetheart, b m. by Alclayone. II
W Maxwell, Bangor.
2 2 2
Estelle Mark, b ru, by Edgcmark, O
4 3 3
A Toiman, Rockland
King Pointer, g s, by Joe Pointer,
W U Preston, Belfast. 3 dr
Time: 2.31 i- 2.291. 2.31*.
2.23 Trot, 2.2^ Pacg. Puree, 9125.
Baby Lawrence, ch g. by Vassar,
Miss Marion Newman, Mauset-... Ill
Black Silk, b m. by Tarratine. C J
Worthen, St Albans. 2 2 2
Dick Reeler. blk s, by Roan dee. A
K Libby. Hartland. 3 3 3
Time:

2.291. 2J2f, 2.82J.

MOTHER-OF-PEARL
Diffraction Grating Causes Its Beautiful Iridescence.
The apparent color of mother-ofpearl was for a long time somewhat
of a puzzle to scientists. Later It was
found that the surface of mother-ofpearl consisted of One strlatlons or
ridges, with, of course, little hollows
This explained everything,
between.
for It was then to the scientists nothing more or less tban an ordinary diffraction grating. To prove It still further an Impression of the surface was
taken In black wax. and the wax Itself exhibited the beautiful display of
»otor shown In the original mother-ofpearl surface. The color Is not due to
pigment, but to the cancellation In part
of the light falling on the surface.
To understand this better It will be
well to explain a diffraction grating.
It consists of a piece of plate glues
upon which are engraved many paralRowland has been able to
lel lines.
scratch lines on a glass so that there
are 20,000 to the Inch and the distances
from one to the other do not vary by
one-millionth of that distance In the

ISLESFORD.
The

wedding

of

Miss

Gertrude Uem-

mons, of East Machias, and Russell B
•Moore, of Cranberry Isles, took place

Saturday evening, at the home of Albert W. Gilley.
G. R.
Hadlock, esq.,
performed the ceremony, at which
only the immediate families were present.
After the ceremony, refreshments were
served.
The newly-married couple left
for a visit of a week to the bride’s home at
East Machias. They will reside at Cranberry Isles for the present.
Spec.
Sept. 1.

our

Richard.]

us

make

carry

study of your foot
everything for sore and

SALISBURY—At Ellsworth, Sept 1, to Mr and
Mrs Harold B Salisbury, a son.
WEDGE—At Cranberry Isles, Aug 27, to Mr
and Mrs Everett R Wedge, a daughter.

ELLSWORTH,

Nathan.

Mrs. Lixiie Rees ami Phronis Test, who
h*va beet) visiting in Rockland, are home.
Bantord Lout and wile an receiving
congratulations on Mm birth ofadaugbter,
*°n> Aug. as;
weight, twelve pounds.
...G.
Aug. m.

As white Ught, or sunlight, consists
of every color known and as Ught
travels In waves, at certain places If
light la coming from several different
directions very close to one another
In what
some of these waves will meet
will
are known as opposite phases and
blot one another out, and the only remaining color wlU be the white.
It can be easily seen what Is meant
by opposing phases from a consideration of waves on the seashore. If the
of
top of a big wave meet* a trough
another they cancel, and no wave at all
is the result The same takes place in
of an
Ught phenomena. Light consists
ather wave, similar to wireless waves,
wave Is
only math shorter, and if Its
destroyed none of that Ught eon be
seen

by the eye.

Shoe

Dept. Specials

50 prs. Infants’ Oxfords and Sandals to close up

Saturday;

mother-of-pearl, essilk.
It «e with tha
shot
pecially
same

pearl,

thing

«nn

as

*BB#dBeed<—

sizes 2 to

6,

■

Children’s Oxfords

A8TBURY—HOOPER
At Bluehill, Aug 18,
by Rev Charles Hargrove, Miss Lucy M
Astbury to Roland S Hooper, both of Binehill.
DEMMON8—MOORE—At Islesford, Aug 30.
by G R Hadlock, esq, Miss Gertrude hemruons, of East Machias, to Russell B Moore,
of Cranberry Isles.
FOSS—SPRINGER—At Rockland. Aug 26, by
Rev G E Edgett. Miss Etta Foss to Ellis E
Springer, both of Franklin.

8>s to

—

!

1913

in granite and marble furnished
in best material and workmanship at lowest prices. Work
set anywhere—in the State or
out. Shops at

SPECIAL

Popular

■20 doz. Men’s
gray

outing.

Working Shirts, black drill and dark
.50 value. Saturday evening only,

:

.25

C. L. M0RANG,

Ellsworth, Me.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and
HONEST WORK;

Centennial

Jobbing.

HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.

A report of the exercises at
the observance of the 100th
anniversary of the founding
of the First Congregational
2 church of Ellsworth has been
compiled and published in
pamphlet form. This pamphlet is on sale (price 50c per
copy) at the bookstore of Miss
The proJ. A. Thompson.
ceeds will be donated to the
church.

5

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—6.

ELECTRICAL Z?£i*r
Put

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

FIXTURES.
Estimate, on Sirin, and Snpplln Chnnrfully Given
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Estey Building. State
Ellsworth
St-._
AND

Commission j-fierctiants.
The advertisements below represent some ot
the leading bouses of New England. Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

Company

In an Entire New

sale:

For SATURDAY EVENING

Hancock Hall

The Ever

;

play for Saturday, Sept. (>.

Church

H. W. DUNN.

Friday, September

now

100 New Fall and Winter Jackets and
for Ladies, Misses and Children.
See our window dis-

Congregational

Water St., Ellsworth,

NIGHTS

$1.50;

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

Memorials

2

and

$1.25

Wraps

ShbKtfeimnrtB.,

1882

were

.85

DIED.
AUSTIN —At South
Brooksville, Aug 26,
Allura W Grindle, wife of James Austin,
aged 36 years, 5 months, 10 days.
BOWDEN—At West Penobscot, Aug 28, Uriah
Bowden, aged 60 years, 8 months, 1 day.
COOMBS—At Franklin, Aug 21, Vivian L
Coombs, aged 2 years, 8 months. 16 days.
HARRIMAN—At Bangor, Aug 26, Orrin P
Harriman, of Orland,
aged 72 years, 5
months, 3 days.
HERSEY—At Lamoine, Aug29, James Hersey,
aged 65 years.
HOLDEN
At Deer Isle,
William
Aug
Holden, aged 53 years, 11 months.
MARSHALL —At Bar Harbor, Aug 27, Mrs
Martha Marshall, aged 81 years, 8 mouths,
7 days.
POWERS—At Deer Isle, Aug 18. Mrs Eliza
Powers, aged 79 years, 5 mouths, 18 days.
YOUNG—At Trenton, Sept 2, Mrs Priscilla J
Young, aged 72 years, 9 months, 7 days.

11;

'v-'-'w

Repertoire.

BOSTON

Emission merchant

Friday Evening,

APPLES

First time here of the one great New
York Hit,

We have greatly improved facilities
for handling,

Alias Jimmy Valentine.

SHIP THESE ALSO!

MEATS, EGGS,

Saturday Evening,

Farm

and all

Products.

The Gamblers.
Hirofrssumal
All

Special Scenery.

Polite Vaudeville between Acts.
AVe pride ourselves on the exclusive bakery atmosphere which
prevails here. The only odors that
are odorable here are those adorable odors arising from our odoriferous bakery goods due to their
quality and the sanitary conditions pervading our shop.

te
Colors of silk are doe in the main

the

MAINE

j

Klark-Urban
Sarsaparilla
scrofula and

Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs*

tired feet.

MARRIKD.

COMMENCING

all
Eradicates
other humors, cures all their
effects, makes the blood rich
and abundant, strengthens all
the vital organs. Take it.

We

ills.

a

The Old BRIMMER Store,

Orland, Aug 2C, to Mr and Mrs
Ralph Gott, a son.
HINCKLEY—At Bluehill, Aug 21, to Mr and
Mrs Wallace R Hinckley, a son.
LUNT—At Long Island, Aug 26, to Mr and
Mrs William 8 Lunt, a daughter.
[Annie

abbfrtisnnsnti\

Hood’s

Boots,

GOTT-At

Lacerated Feelings.
"Doesn't It humiliate you to have to
go through life this way?” asked the
sympathetic woman as she purchased

photograph.
“Yes, ma’am," replied the bearded
lady. “If It wasn’t for the wife and
kids I’d throw up the Job today.”—Cincinnati Enquirer.

and look

your ideal of good shoes?
with your foot troubles.
Let

Glen Mary St., Bar Harbor.

a

come

line of fall and winter

duplicate

Come to
us

Why

said

they

BORN.
BURKHART—At Lamoine, Aug 81, to Mr and
Mrs Francis T Burkhart, a son.
CHIPM AN—At Bucksport, Aug 28, to Mr and
Mrs
Pearl
Chipman, a son.
[Walter

__________

Quite Soothing.
"1 suppose, youug man. that you
realize the cost of supporting two persons?" asked the stern father.
“I am sure that you will Bud that
my Income Is quite sutliclent for my
You will not have an exown needs.
tra burden tf 1 marry your daughter.”
—Buffalo Express.

over

don’t you

20,000.

ORLAND.

L'nder the direction of

yesterday

f 100.

The case of a Colson child, who is in
the children s hospital at Portland being
treated for lameneas, was brought to the
attention of the board.
M. J. Drummey,
contractor for care of the city poor, was
willing to pay a part of the expense for
the support of the
child, but thought the
city should assume liability for the expense above the ordinary care. The matter was referred to the committee on
city
poor.
The mayor was instructed to purchase a
coal furnace for
heating the aldermen’s
room and superintendent of school’s office
In Hancock hall.

Byrou

starter, made a new “track record” by
getting the horses away for six heats with
only twelve times scoring.
There was a disappointment in the
three-minute race, when in the first beat
King Pointer, which promised to be a warm
contender for the purse, threw a boot and
cut himself so badly that he had to be
withdrawn.
Following is a summary of

_

they

were.

and

Ellsworth Port.
Sid Aag 80. sch Melissa Trask, Newark
Hancock County Ports.
Franklin—Ar Aug 81, sch Portland Packet
Sid 8ept 1, sch John 8 Beachatn, New York
West Sullivan—Sid Aug 28, schB Maule
Saunders. Boston; Charles and Willie
Ar Aug 29. sch Alice J Crabtree, New York
Sid Aug 29, sch Lottie Beard, New York
Sid Aug30, sch Wawenock, New York
Sid 8ept 2, sch Mabel Goss, Boston
Southwest Harbor—In port Sept 1, schs
Manie Saunders, Sullivan for Boston; Mabel;
Forest Belle
Bass Harbor—In port Aug80, schs Odell and
Oriole, bound east; Ernest T Lee, bound west

This noon,

from this district, will be one of the
society opened yesterday at speakers; Hon. Frederick H. Parkburst,of
1,18*76
Mountain park, Bluehill, with a good
Bangor, chairman cf the republican State
83.0K *0 first-day attendance, over 1,000
people be- committee, will be the other. The EllsH. F. Maddocks, of the North EUsworth ing on the ground. The fair weather of
worth band Will play.
Every effort will
Farmers’ club, made an eloquent appeal to-day promises a record crowd for the
be made to make this, the closing rally, a
for financial aid for the fair, citing some second day.
record-breaker in both attendance and

of the

f mm 1
You know how comfortable

MARINE LIST.

Monday

divided

MtU.

ynigfi

dress.

I). J.

last

as

Sept. 3—Hon. Obadiah Gardner at throughout.
Hancock, 7.30; Hon. W. H. Newell, of
Clifford McGlauflin, of Portland, who
Lewiston, at Deer Isle, 7JO.
is touring the county for the progressives,
NOTES.
speaks at postoffice square, Ellsworth,
Republican rallies were held yesterday every day this week at noon. On Monat Ambent in the afternoon,
and at day he was accompanied by Secretary
of
the progressive speakers’
Mariaville in the evening.
The speakers Cocbem,
were Dr. C. C. Morrison, of Bar Harbor,
bureau, of New York, who also|spoke.

speak at Bucksport next Saturday evening
with Hon. A. P. Gardner, of Massachu-

persons’ shoes you admired
undoubtedly came from the

'J'HE

Advertising is like learning to swim
progressive-republicans.
Fulton J. Redman, of New York, pre- Have confidence, strike out and you will
tain.
surely
sided, making an admirable opening ad-

Sept. 4—McGlauflin at Waltham at 4.30; cussed the Underwood bill, giving several
Amherst, 7.30. Webber at Lamoine, 7.30. specific instances of where, in his judgSept. 5—McGlauflin at Mariaville, 7.30; ment, it was a benefit and not an injury
to Maine. Mr. McGillicuddy’s address
Webber at Franklin, 7.30.
Sept. 6— McGlauflin at South Brooks- was devoted wholly to a discussion of the
viile, 7.30; Hon. Alton C. Wheeler, of tariff. He used the stock argument of
South Paris, at Sullivan, 7.30; Webber at the opponents of the policy of protection based on the proposition that the
Deer Isle, 7.30.
tariff is a tax. Both speakers held the onDEMOCRAT.

J. C. Stewart, of York Harbor. Mr.
Stewart speaks to-night at Waltham.
Hon. L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, is to

Gilley Bickford, wife and infant son
Gilman left Monday for Dorchester.
School began Sept. 2 with Miss Alice
Clough, of Ellsworth Falls, as teacher, in
place of Miss Ruth Maddocks, who was
obliged to resign on account of ill health.

members, grant them much praise.

on

Maine district, discuss the political
situation. Mr. Pattangall devoted most of
his speech to a defense of his opposition
to the workmen’s compensation bill in the

and

visit at

ble

Underwood
bill, giving at first hand the methods by
which the bill was framed, comparing it

mainly

second

Bluehill at 7 p. m.; Ellsworth at 8.15.

a

with

Both spoke

Sept. 3—Ex-Senator Beveridge speaks at
Bar Harbor in forenoon,
Ellsworth at
noon and Bucksport in evening.
Sept. 3—Congressman Chandler, of New last legislature, incidentally paying his reYork, and George C. Webber, of Auburn, spects to ex-Senator Deasy, who drafted
at

Dana Maddocks is home from
Bar Harbor.

The supper, furnished by the gentlemen
of the farmers’ club, at Agricultural hall
Saturday evening was a decided success.
The supper was cooked and served entirely by the gentlemen, and the lady

audience.

had several.

Sftferrtiummtu.

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

Saturday night.

flJM 13
commtsstowsa’s rolls.
Permanent highway....... 6*75*2
Rock crushing.
114 00
flUlc rosd.
H 25
73 00
Bridge roll.
rrftEsr

RALLIES IN ELLSWORTH.

day evening to hear what Congressmen
Every town in the j Anderson, of Minnesota, and Kelley, of
county will have its rally of one, two 01 Michigan, had tp say for the republican
cause.
Both the distinguished sneakers
three parties, and the
larger towns have held the closest attention of the
up to

follow*:

THE SPEAKERS.

Cor. Main and Franklin Streets,
ELIEWOBTH, ME.

Thews 61-2.

k. HOLZ.

Prices, 25c, 35c, 50c.
Seats on sale at Moore’s

Drug-store.

FOX TRAPPING
Walter Bray, Orland, Me.,
caught 24 fox, 84 mink;

Thomas
North
Callahan,
Monroe, N. H caught 88 fox
with Page method*. Stamp*
for testimonial* and term*.
Warranted
land,
water,
■now set*.
Balt and scent
in pint Jars for sal* by
Bnoxn B. Paqb, Orland,
Maine.

H
ALICE
SPECIALTY

Cart*.

SC OTT
MADE OP

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND

Repairing, Cleansing, Pressing
GARMENT8
Mon’s

and

Women's.

DAVIDFRIEND,

Ellsworth,

....

Maine

KLLSWOKTH

Steam

Laundry

and Bath Rooms.

PAY, HO WA8III."
laundry work dona at abort notlca.
Ooodaeallad ror aad dallrarad.
H. B. KSTIY A CO.
BHaworth. Mo
Bata; Building, Btatt fit.,

"HO
All klada of

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

Agent Uulon Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Port*
and, for furnishing Probate and 8urety Bonds
Agent Olirer Typewriter* typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drue
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

£)R

WILLIAM

SEMPLE,

OSTEOPATH.
IN ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS .ad

FRIDAYS

Baagor office: The Colonial.
2-dp. m.

Honrs

The mor.
.. adMrtftmmf eotchto
tho mor* dotlor* it is worth.

COUNTY NEATS.
NORTH LAMOINE.
Eaton Bunker and wife, of Bangor,
last of the week by
the death of James Hersey.
Dr.

were

called here the

James Tweedie and family, who have
spent their vacation here, will return
*o

Cambridge, Mass., Tuesday.

Miss Nellie Walker, who has spent the
summer with relatives here and at East
Lamoine, returned to her home in Portsmouth, N. H., Friday.

Mass.,

been

have

visiting relatives

COUNTY NEWS. 1

in

town.

Rev. A. J. Gregg and wife, with two
who have been at the parsonage,
left for their home in Apollo, Pa., Aug.

They

26.

were

on

vacation,

their

;

and

Gregg did not attend to the
regular pastoral work, he filled the pulpit
for several Sundays.
The services were
much appreciated. Mr. and Mrs. Gregg
while Mr.

made

many friends
with us.

in the short

while

He

young.

followed

the

many years in the capacity of
until a
year ago, since when
lived with his daughter. He was
of

a

for

sea

steward,
he

bad

possessed
quiet, kindly disposition, conscien-

Rev. Henry L. Griffin, D. D., of Bangor,
w ho has spent the season here, gave the
closing sermon of the summer schedule at

Dr. Harris Tayior, who has spent August
at the Butler home, has returned to,New
York.

Congregational church August 31.
Freeman Lurvey, with wife and stepsons,

Miss Edna and Master Clarence draws,
have spent the summer with their
grandparents, have returned to Boston.

has

Miss Bridgman has
Dalton, Mass.

returned

to

visiting relatives here for two
Martin Lurvey, of Drmcut Center,

been

weeks.

Crosby Young and family and Miss
High school will open Sept. 8.
Anna Yonng, who have spent their vacaThe Misses Morris left tor Eagle Rock,
tion with Lbeir parents, E. F. Young and
last week.
wife, returned Friday to Cambridge, Mass. Pa.,
John Roache and family have returned
Miss Young will spend a week in Portsmouth, N. H., before returning to Boston. to Quincy, Mass.
Lela Gordon has been engaged to teach
James Hersey, who last
week was
stricken with paralysis, died at the home in East Lamoine.
of his daughter, Mrs. A. B. Holt, ThursRev. A. H. Coar and family, of Holyoke,
day night, after a week’s illness. Mr. Mass., left Monday.
Hersey was an Englishman by birth,
George Patten is seriously ill. All hope
coming to this country while
very for a
speedy recovery.

making

is

boyhood

his

visit for the

friends the second

season.

The home of George Gilley
of

a

the

j

pleasant

Sunday,
daughters with

reunion
and

seven sons

the

was

on

families took dinner with

scene

their

Florida,

who have spent a few weeks tent*
ing on the O’Connor farm, returned
home last week.
Mr. O'Connor
and
family will go back to their Florida borne
October 1.
Mrs. Katie Davis, the only
sister, of Boston, has been housekeeper
for Michael for two months.

her

home in

Josephine Hawkins has resumed her
position as clerk in the post office.
Mrs. George Noyes and son, of Presque

tious in ail his dealings, and was loved and
Rev. John McLean, assumed by others,
respected by all who knew biir. His Isle, were week-end guests of Charles H.
has started a movement to organise a disonly child living is Mrs. Holt, who so Preble.
tenderly cared for him in his last illness.
Rev. H. H. Saunderson was called home trict Y. M. C. A., combining w itb Beal and
The heartfelt sympathy of a large circle of to Canada
A
by the serious illness of his Northeast Harbors and Islesford.
friends goes out to her.

were

held at the home

Funeral services

Sunday

A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth, and
the pastor. Rev. W. H. Rice, officiating.
The Lamoine quartet rendered two beautiful selections. The floral offerings were
Interment was at
many and beautiful.
Mt. Hope cemetery, Bangor, beside the
Kev. P.

Common

Deceased

ago.

was

Y.

1.
_

HANCOCK.
Winfield Stratton is home from

Mrs.

the

season

and the

a

All

covering
citis.

from

rapidly
operation for appendi-

an

were

recent

T. Goodwin, in

family

has returned

re-

her

back

success

as

to

Sent. 1.

P. Foss and wife, who have been
visiting here, have returned to Needham,
Mass.

Wooster, of Hancock, was in
recently, visiting relatives in Sulli-

Guests of “Mountain Vew” cottage gre
A. Durgin, Boston; Mrs. A. P.

Mrs. C. H. Abbott, of North Sullivan,
spent the week-end with her parents, O.
"W. Foss and wife.

Clareuee Young has returned to Everett,
Mass., after spending his vacation with his
parents, C. B. Young and wife.
Miss Helen Tabbutt, who has been a
guest at the home of C. B. Young and wife
has returned to Everett, Mass.
S. C. Neales and children, and Miss
Edna Stratton, of Lawrence, Mass., have
returned home, after the summer here.
Mrs.

Mrs.

Harold G. Foss, who has spent the
with her parents, A. B. Crabtree

summer

and

wife,

returned

Wednesday

to

Melrose,

Mass.
Much-needed repairs are being made on
the schoolhouse.
New de»k9 and chairs
have been installed and a hardwood floor
laid. School will begin Sept. 8; Harvard
Carter, teacher.

Stoddard

Massachusetts,

of

,

E, Parsons and wife, of Labec,
were
week-end guests of Mrs. Wesley
•
Clarke.

of

daugbers,
Jessie Havey, are

and Mrs.

Her

New

parents,

Mrs. Morgan and sister, Mrs. McNeil,
Emery Smith are entertaining
relatives—Frank Macomber and wife, of
Corinna.
The Grand Army celebrated Labor day
its usual picnic at Hardison’s grove.
The day being tine, there was an unusu-

by

_

Mias Eleanor

Lord,

ol

Ellsworth, is

Sept.

End

Bangor

Gabies’’a month.

gins Sept.

the

a

few

Boston, is

Saturday night dances
held

at

30.

August
meeting of the union church
was

was

Are Pronounced Bist

1ft.

and

wife, who have
W. Lorimer and
family, have returned to Patten.
Frederick Frost and family came from
New York last Friday for a short vseation at their cottage. He will retarn today, but his family will remain longer.
viaiting

Kev.

Kev. A. W.

A.

Lorimer

and

family

will

their home in New Hampshire. His cottsge will be occupied this
week by his nephew, Frank Lorimer, of
Lynn, Mess., and a party of fourteen
young people from Bangor, with a chap-

day

leave to

for

»

Sept.

Ark.

1.
BA A SIDE.

Machias,

has

returned

where she has been

from

visiting her

fat her.

Dr. Griffin, with two ladies from Hartford. Conn., is at her Shady Nook cottage
for

week.

a

Mrs. Etbelyn Remick has returned from
Orono, where she has been visiting Miss

1

Martha Colburn.

Noe. 1, 3 and 6 open to-dayVera Seeds teaches in No. 1, Mrs.
Etbelyn Remick, No. 3, and Mias Linnie
Stanley, No. 5.
Schools

Miss

E. E. Proctor and family left for tbeir
hftme

in Wakefield, Mass., Wednesday.
occupied the Shute cottage at

Pleasant beach this

Join

summer.

wife

and

Mias Myrtle

!

Charles

high
E. Lord and Miss

teach another year.
Herbert

Lena Joy visited friends at Seal
Harbor last week.
MrB.

preach

WEST FRANKUN.

Eugene Butler is
from lightship 73.

at home

a

on

Sunday morning Prof. George
Palmer, of Cambridge, Maas., will
in

one

of the Santa Te's

Fall Colonist Excursions

have left for their home in
Tuscaloosa, Ala., and Pres. Fellows, wife
and son Dou&ld for their home in Decatur,
iu.

Campbell

the union

church.

This will

and

Arizona Sept.25 to Oct. 10

low railroad and sleeper lares, with excellent service
Santa Fc trains,Jurying modern tourist sleepers and chair
cars.
Tourist car parties personally conducted tri-weekly.
A last run on the Fast Mail; two other daily through trains.
Fred Harvey meals. Double track and block signals.
In Arizona and California, irrigation and the long growing

Very

on

ASHVILLE.

season

C. G. Small, who has been quite ill, is
sbte to be ont.

Writ*

tor

Fred Johnson and wife, of East Sullivan,
have employment on Scbieffelin's farm.

E. E. Bragdon's horse cut itself quite
special summer services. badly on barbed-wire one day
recently.
In last week’s item concerning the dediMrs. J. Franklin Anthony and Frank,
^
cation of the window at St. Mary’a-byMrs. G.
lin, jr., called on old friends here ThursM.
Farnsworth visited in
Madison Smith, of Benton, is visiting
tbe-Sea, an error appeared in the name,
day.
V
Cherry Tie it! last week.
his brother Eben.
which ia Elixa Greene Doane Gardiner;
The sale given
Miss King, of Caribou, is spending her
by thel ladies of j
Charles Clark and wife and a party from not Elisabeth, as printed.
the Wednesday club on Aug. 28, to|raise
vacation at B. B. Havey’s.
Bangor are at camp Bids 1-Wee.
The many friends of George C. Anderfunds to build a chapel was a (decided
Mrs. Edith fiysom is in Bar Harbor on
Mrs. Eva Butler and children, of North son, who was principal of Gilman high
success.
Proceeds, flOO. The£“remem- |
business, after a vacation of two weeks.
Sullivan, visited relatives here last week. school twoyears,will be interested to know bra nee booth" was one
interesting feat- *
Mrs. Martha Leland and Mias Merle
M. C. Foss, principal of the high school, that be is to return to his position as ure, the articles thereon being contributed
j
Thomas, of Eden, are visiting Mrs. George has moved from the corner into the (Jalen principal of Boothbay Harbor for another
by absent friends.
Kinaldo.
year.
Orcutt house at Taunton.
Phoebe.
Sept- i.
House dramatic
F. E. Pettingill and wife and E. F.
The Neighborhood
Stillman Scam moo, of Massac husetta, a
“His
Lust
Chance”
to
welland
wife
dub
are
the
Etna
Clapham
former resident, was here a few days last
presented
attending
eased audiences in
the Neighborhood
Mia* Maude Stewart it borne from Bar
csmp meeting.
I week, after an absence of thirty-seven pi
house
Thursday and Friday evenings, with Harbor tor a short vacation.
William Goodwin, of Burlington, Vt., years.
the same cast as when presented last
■was a week-end guest of his father, WilSchools Will begin here Sept. 8. Mr*.
Mrs. Spilller and Mrs. Berman returned
liam P. Goodwin.
to Boston Thursday by automobile after j spring.
Joseph Crowley will teach the grammar
|
Mias Elinor Whittemore, Miaa Martha. and Shirley Crane the primary.
Ernest Myer and wife, of Montreal, who two months at the home of Mrs. Charles
Wbittemore and Mias Gerry, of the Rock |
recently purchased the Charles A. Clap- Smith.
Mrs. Emerson Parritt and little daughEnd orchestra, played tor the democratic
CHK’DL
ham place, arrived Saturday.
Sept. 1.
ter
Doris, ot Steuben, returned home
rally in the Neighborhood house Aug. 27, j Sunday, after spending a few days with
Miss Alma Cook and her gueat. Miss
EAST FRANKUN.
and their excellent playing was greatly relatives here.
Rogers, of Somerville, Maas., visited
Miss Helen Macomber is home lor s appreciated.
friends in Bar Harbor last week.
Mrs. Hattie Lufkin and her sister, Mis*
I
T. B.
Sept.l.
short visit.
Ethel Dodge, who have spent their vacaA. B. Havey, of Caribou, who has spent
Miss Harriet Bisisdell has gone to
tion here, have returned to Needham,
his vacation with Ais father, B. B. Havey,
HANCOCK POINT.
Mass., where they will teach.
returned to Caribou Wednesday.
Springfield, Mass., to leach.
Tbe new assistant light keeper is Mr.
8.
Sept. 1.
Mies Mary Audley, o( Gorham, is a Clark, of East port.
Mrs. Flora Smith and son Carl, of Dorand wile.
OAK POINT.
chester, Mass., who have been visiting guest oi F. E. Bisisdell
Mrs. Will Crimmin, of Vermont, called
Mrs. Susie Gordon and little eon Millard on
friends in town, returned home Thursday.
Miss Emma Fowler has returned to her
Lucy Ball Sunday.
Mrs. Caftrie Fader and three children, were week-end visitors at Northeast HarRev. P. A. A. Killam's eons will visit home in Lynn, Maas.
bor.
been
home
of
have
at
The
who
visiting
Mrs. Althea Reynolds and daughter
Raymond Hodgkins this week,
Beulah
Miss
G. W. Pettengill returned to Boston last
Hooper and Raymond
Mias Ethel Hodgkins will go to West Olive are visiting her parents, Fred Murch
who
have
been
at
week.
V
Bisisdell,
employed
Gouldsboro to visit her cousin, Mrs. A. and wife.
Mis* Gertrude Wescott, Miss Jessie Northeast Harbor, are home.
W. Gordon, for a few clays.
Charles Stewart, of South Royalston,
B.
Sept. 1.
Gray and brother, of Everett, Mass., whc
Mass., visited at Fred Murch’s and Emerhave closed
here.

avarywh* t. la boiM, 15c.. 2Sc.

SoU

held

Julia L. Murpby have been engaged to
Next

B.

of

j
j

The cottagers are leaving the Nook
everyday. The students from the MacMonday evening.
Cormick
The
cottage leave
to-day.
During the storm last Friday night,
Andrews family left Sunday. Nearly all
the water-tank near the golf links was
j
the others will leave this week.
•truck by lightning.
Bayiide grange will hold a fair at the
The season here ia rapidly drawing to a j
grange ball. Sept. IS, afternoon and even- j
close. Several parties have already left,
iug. There will be booths of fancy arti- j
and more will go this week.
Good music snd
cles, candy, vegetables.
and
Grace
Mrs.
daughter Madeline, minor sports. Every member is requested |
Fogg
to send in something on or before Sept.
who have been visiting Mrs. Charles N.
15.. Chicken supper in the evening.
Small, have returned to Bangor.
Sept. L_R.
school beThe fall term of Gilman
association

with her.

Melvin Jecktns

been

Prof. Wit tig,

The last of the

The annual

George Tracy, of Sullivan, John Tracy
ally large gathering, and the picnic was
wife, of West Gouldsboro, Lauren a
great success.
Tracy and wife, of Steuben, and D. D.
Mrs. L. P. Springer returned from RumKelley and wife, of Jonesport, were weekford Falls Saturday, accompanied by her
end guests of Mrs. Ellen Crabtree.
daughter, Mrs. Glendon Stephens, and inC.
Sept. 1.
fant daughter.
They will remain at

visiting

in

Mrs. Mina Oilpatrick,
visiting relatives here.
the Rock

Miss Charlotte

1.

was

Occasion
ally this time-tested home remedy. Beecham's Pills wiil no doubt hpl.i
you—it is to your interest to try them—for all O'-er the world they

Homer Wilbur will go to Otis to-day to
of the cemetery

They

Dr. J. L. Grindle

and Mrs.

“Green

on

days recently.

and

WEST SULLIVAN.

employed

Reaper.

Friends of Mrs. Effie Macomber regret
her illness.

ia

Lurvey

Clarence

H.

George Phillips and wife,
Hampshire, are visiting his
Robert Phillips and wife.

Spec.

NORTHEAST HARBOR

Dunham and wife, Mrs.
F. L. Swan and Mrs. Nettie Dyer were st
Jacksonville last week.
W.

Collins,

Lucretia

2ft.

James

Rev.

Mira

CPoucester. Mara.; Mrs. Edmond L. Marsh
fend Mira Edna"Marsh, Somerville, Mass.;
Harold N. Durgin, Malden, Mara.

Aug.

wife.

and

sleep,

brigbterspirits,

j

MABLBORO.

Mum Ven Seed*

Benjamin

is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. J. H. Foster and two sons, of Minnesota, are guests of S. O. Donnell and

(TW L*rg—> S.n of A«r Modi.mo in tko World)

are the moat reliable corrective, and the best preventive of these eom.
mon ailments. Better digestion, more restful
greater strength
clearer complexions are given to those who use

Mias Audrey llodgkini is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Fred Grover, in Marisvilie.

Dracnt, Maas., ia

Edith Field, who baa spent a few
weeks at “Mountain Vew” cottage, has
returned to her home at White Plains,
N. Y.

FRANKLIN.

Henderson,

of

his vacation here.

Miss

Centre. He will leave soon for California, where he will make his home.
H.
Sept. 2.

Mrs. Julia

Lurvey,

spending

'fteecfiam’d 9*i{{(S

Mra. Martha Marshall, who died Thursday at the home of her daughter, Mrs. ;
Jemes Foster, in Bar Harbor, waa a former
resident here. She was a kind neighbor j
end bad many warm friends here. Services were conducted at the grave by Kev.
P. A. A. Killam.
Sr MAC.
Sept. 1.

erone.

| Martin

field.

wife.
Avon

*

Mayo’s

L.

Miaa Griggs, of Portland, ia visiting
Mrs. Mamie Norwood.

van

L. L. Brown, of Augusta, was a recent
guest at the home of David Springer and

clerking

D.

at

store.

Alfred
town

Spray.

Karl Walla ia

supervisor of music in the
Her many friends wish
new

the several

part of f600 will be needed for headquarters
equipment, but the pastor is greatly encouraged by the ready responses to his
appeal for aid.

year.

in her

between

fund

a

caused

superintend the erecting
director leqce in district No. 3.

sufficient to warrant the
movement can be raised. The Southwest
Harbor local treasurer, George R. Fuller,
now
holds something like f-tOO for this
precinct. More than the proportionate
towns, if

in

regret that Mrs. W. H. Russell is not

schools this

is

Clark
S.

teaches

Dr. Chandler has closed “Dalkeith** for

doming
Scammon

uncle,

will divide nis time

Monday.

West Franklin.

Miss Gertrude Foss, who has been quite
ill of ptomaine poisoning, is much better.
Lillian

Hancock,

Mildred and Janet

visit in Boston.

Miss

of

commenced

W’est Newton, Maas
The Misses Cleveland and John Johnson,
who have been guests at “Pine Brook
Farm ", left Sunday for Koslindale, Mass.

age.

Sept.

Springer,
village.

guesta of their

wife and little son, who died

many years
sixty-seven years of

schools

Miss
this

M. C. A., secretary and

trained Y.

mother.

afternoon*

Butler home.

the

to the numerous

are

trouble is not removed. But thousands nave disi orered that

j

their

and women

by defective or irregular action of the organs of dig* tion and
elimination. Headaches, lazy feelings, aepressinn of spirits
are first consequences.and then worse sickness fouowsif the

John Young and wife, of Surry, and J.
Milliken and wife, of Bar Harbor,
were recent guests of
Fred E. Milliken i
and wife.
M.

when

celebrated the birthday of one of the
number, Clayton, who with his wife has
spent two weeks at bis old home.
Mr.
Dotson, wife and daughter, of

men

who

Joseph Clarendon McClure, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., and Philip Dalea, of Washingparents ton, D. C-, spent Salurdsy end Sunday at

and

North, South,
East,ailments
West
subject

WEST HANCOCK.
Mrs. Pearl McFarland baa been upend*
in* a week with relatives ,at Hancock
Point.

M.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

E.

1.

Mrs. Lorinda Farmer, who has been in
poor health for a year, is spending a few
weeks at Southwest Harbor after medical
treatment in Boston.

the

they were
Sept. 1.

He will lean for

Portsmouth Monday.

Sept.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

friends,

Ospt. Lstty.

year to

help

make farm crops certain and

$«*er*ve«.

to C. Ia jot
Ari too* .rtj

Or..

Coiomauioo Aaeot

fuamr E*b»A«*. Chu mo
s*n TowjainVaiiry Un<! ft>'<ler»aad
"iHuryixsg iQ tLcSduajMMuia Valky

profitable.

** «•<*
S. tt .Muaum.. t
ISC ISubioftoo St. Ikotou,

be the last of the

vacation

__

—

_

_

have been visiting at Mrs. Sarab Patchen’a returned borne Monday.

Douglass Milne, who has been employed
F. E. PettengiU's store the past year, is
having a short vacation before entering
Higgins classical institute at Charleaton.
Dnttoo.
Sept. 1.
at

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Mrs. Flora Tracy Smith and son Carl, o!
Dorchester. Mass., are visiting bare.
Mrs. Elmira Jelliaon and daughter!
Mattie and Elaie, of East brook, and Herbert Jelliaon, and wife, of Dorchester

BUCKS PORT.
Fire at the carriage repository ol Frank
W. McAlister Thursday night caused damThe fire started
age estimated at f3,300.
in the old paint shop which bad been
unoccupied lor the past year, and ia atcombustion.
tributed to spontaneous
The fire department did excellent work,
the new engine paying tor iteelt at this
one fire.
Strengthen Weak Kidneys.
Don't suffer longer with wesk kidneys.
You oma get prompt relief by taking Electric
Bitters, that wonderful remedy praised by*
women everywhere. Start with a bottle today,you will soon feel like a new woman with
ambition to work, without fear of pain. Mr.
John Dowling of 8aa Francisco, writes:
—

"Gratitude for the wonderful effect of Electric
Bitter, prompts me to write. It cored my
wife when all else failed.'' Good for the liver
ss well.
Nothing better for indigestion or
biliousness. Price, Me. and ffl-M, at all drng-

5m-

their cottage
The Maxwells
here, and left Monday by automobile for
Grand Lake Stream, where they will spend
September. They will go tbence to their
home in Saugerties, N. Y.

Mrs. A. W. Gordon, of West Gouidaboro, is visiting her old home with her
father, A. L. Young, of Portsmouth, N.
H. Mr. Young has rented his honee for a
Don’t Let

Baby Buffer WttB
Eczema and Skis

Babies need

a
cause

Eruptions.
perfect skia-covering. Skin
them not only intense suffer-

eruptions
ing, but hinder their growth.

Dr. Hobson’s
Eczema ointment can be relied on for relief
and permanent cure of suffering babiee whose
skin eruptions have made their life miserable.
“Our baby was afflicted with breaking out of
the skin all over tbe face sad scalp. Doctors
and skin specialists failed to help. We tried
Dr. Hobson's Eczema Ointment sad were
overjoyed to eee baby completely cured before
was
one box
used,’* writes Mrs. Mrubler.
Dubuque, Iowa. All druggists,or by mail. 80cFPEIPPM CHEMICAL COMPANY,
M. Louis, Ms.
PhllaHaiphta, Pm

son

Ladd’s last week.

Raymond Alley and wife aud niece,
Elinor Kingman, left Sunday for their
home in Chelsea, Mass.
Sept, 1.M.
PNECMATICA atopa your pain or
breaks up your cold in one hour. It’a
marvellous. Applied externally. All

druggists.

CASTOR
IA
for Infanta and Children.
Hm KM YaiHifi Always

Boatft

Is famous pie-crust flour
—makes it tender and light
and flaky and perfectly digestible. Just as good for
bread and cake and biscuits
and whatever you are baking.
And the mosteconomical flour

milled—gives

you most

loaves to the sack.

Your grocer keeps William
Insist on it next time

Tell.

you order flour.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

C. W.

& CO.

PARISIAN SAGE
FOR
THE HAIR

If your hair it too dry brittle—colorBrea—thin—stringy-—or falling out—use
Parisian Sage-now-at oncT^
It atop* itching scalp, cleanse* the hair

of dust and excessive oils, removes dandruff with one application, «mi m«k«« the

hair doubly beautiful —soft —fluffy•hundant. Try a 50c. bottle to-day.
It will not only save your hair «wi
it mow, but giva it tbs beauty you desire.
O. A. PABCBUb

GRINOAL.

Notice.
Pauper with
oontr«t«d
for
worth
Having
*upport »nd
during
may need
to
aaaiatance

c»re

I Ayer's

4„

)h®°wort*.

of Kile
yeara and are legal reeidenta
o®
forbid all poraona tmating the®
oount. ae there La plenty of r<K»m
OMdAtlon* to etro lo- thoDAt

Far®

Sarsapaijia

NEWS.

COUNTY

And let the others slide.
was brut on higher
so he never
tried.)

(Hl» mind
And

blcehill.

Tom, Tom. Old Eli', eon.

Klin* and wife bare rvjudge V. P.
to Cleveland. O.

of Ellaworlh, ia the
Mi„ Marlon Dodge,
of Mia* MUlie Grieve.

Truax, of New York, ia
few week* here.

a

(pending

Boston, i* viaiting her
Jfr*. Knapp,
Prank A. Davit and wife.
p,rrnt*.
of Boaton, ia visiting bia
Carl Hinckley,
and wife.
renis, 0. Tyler Hinckley
*nd family spant Sunday
s p. Twinieg
making tbe trip by auto.
in \V interport,
wife and Mine Barbara,
JKing,
x.
p,
were here for a abort vlait last
of Boaion.
a«k.
of Boaton, spent tbe
liny H. Hinckley,
uKk’end with hi* aunt, Miaa F. E.

McIntyre

Heater

MjM

ha*

where she has

Bridgeweler,

gone

to

position in

a

pablic school*.

tne

Wallace K. Hinckley and wife are receiving congratulation* on tbe birth of a
31.
ion, born on Aug.
H,.s Minnie Chase i* visiting her parE. Chase and wife. She has
ent*. Judge E.
summer in

(pent the

Europe.
H.

Aog. 31.

_

HR I DOE TOURNAMENT.
annual bridge whist tournament

Tbe
Parker Point

up list

eek With tbe

w

of

colony "wound
presentation of the

summer

ike

handsome silver cup to Theodore W.
Kevin, the winner tbia season.
The ilnal meeting took place at Mr.
Kevin's cottage, and Judge Koee, of Baltiwife

more, whose

the winner in

waa

1911,

took charge of the transference of the
trophy from Mr. Kneisel, tbe winner in
Uli, to Mr. Nevin. In hi* usual felicitous
wav, he made tbe speech of presentation,
ekile A. C. Boblnaon, of Pittabnrgn, re-

recipient

for the

sponded

in

a

very grace-

id way.

H. E. Krchbiel, the master of cereof ibc club, contributed bia annul poetical history of tbe season; tbia
was to admirably done that it brought
lorth rounds of applause. It was as folmonies

io**:
B.u* HU! Bridge i* railing down.
Falling down, falling
ii '.it Hu. Bridge is falling down.
My fair Lady.

il^wn.

What did Koelsel do to yon.
urorgir f’orgie. do to you?
W oat did Knetsel do to you
And your
W<>n

smiled

Blatienhuge'lhelmer

Women

gern

nach

Bridgewhlstland

his fiancee that he wus ordered home
BridgcwhtsUand war zugeschloeseu
Schlussel lag In Kneltel’s Hand.
to Euglnnd. The lady, Emily Collins,
Nevln. bind den Kneieel an
who wus a New Yorker, was someI>ass er uni nicht schlageu kann
what surprised at a request made In
Schlagt er uns so zahlen wir
the letter that she should sail from
Elnen neuen Preisdafur.
that city, meet him In London and
marry him there. Miss Collins would
Let those Delight to
struggle and light
have considered this an Impertinence,
Who think they can vanquish Miss
Weston;
But when
they are through with their hulla- but, rending further, saw that the orballoo
der was Imperative that the officer reSo laurels they'll find for to rest on.
port nt once, and, since a steamer soilT
ed from Montreal the evening he rePat cake, pat-a-cake. Quay's little
man,
ceived It. be would sail with her.
Come comfort your mother as fast as
you can.
Now, this wns all a tissue of decepAt home in Bewickly they'll learn all too
tion.
Pembroke, ten years before a
t)utckly,
young lieutenant had met Miss ColShe finished among those who "also ran".
lins, a girl of seventeen. In England;
had flirted with her, but the two had
Mary, Mary, ne'er contrary.
Where did you win at bridge?
drifted apart. After he came to CanaAt Oaklodge and Brightly,
da he opened a correspondence with
At Woodieigb, so lightly,
her that led to an engagement
InAnd also at home on the ridge.
stead of sailing from Montreal he purTO THE ARSEXTKKS.
posed going ncross from New York
I'll tell a bridge story,
ami In the same steamer as his fiancee.
Of Richard's glory,
Having grown ten years older and
And now my story’s begun.
raised a full beard, he did not believe
I'll tell you another
she would recognize him.
He would
Of Katherine**mother
endeavor to win her under another
And now my story is done.
name, then confess that he was Pembroke himself.
PENOBSCOT.
This wns a pretty scheme—that Is, If
.Mrs. Carrie Hagertby, of Buclcsport, is
he succeeded In winning the girl away
the guest of Mrs. H. C. Perkins.
from himself.
The many friends of Mrs. Kuth Leach
When the ship sailed In which Miss
are sorry to learn of her serious illness.
Collins was to go to England. Captain
Mrs. Edna Wardwell spent last week in Pembroke In mufti, under the name
of Guy Effingham, wns on board. He
Bangor, visiting Mrs. \V. J. Creamer.
Miss Mildred Cairns, of Bangor, was the wns n handsome fellow, of an aristocratic bearing and quite a lady killer.
guest of Capt. William Sellers and wife
He did not recognize Miss Collins, who
.Sunday.
had considerably changed, but succeedMrs. Percy Perkins and children reed In securing some one to point her
turned Saturday from a visit to her home
out to him.
An Introduction wns sein Hermon.
cured, and the captain and his fiancee
Cecil Butler, wife and children vent to
were soon sitting next each other on
Franklin Thursday, after spending their deck In steamer chairs
engaged In a

Lady.

Miss Emma Perkins

M :,y c*»{ down, fair Mistress Rose?
Painless blowy, trifling woes;
wbo knows?
>V.i rnay win a^aig

Bangor,
Sept.

Watson

l.

Schools

Lady Nevio peeved,
i» «be grieved, sad. deceived?
l*sbe*vrry? I should worry,
Ibe fair Lady!
\od is

and

_Woodcocks.
will open Monday, Sept. 8.

Eldrid|e, of Bucksport,

Vl*r*

Hutcbifis and wife
visitors in Ban* <>r Friday.

J

f heart*

H«-cau

fl~*
r;.

>*r,

for he’s

to**

good

i*

a*

i

,Jt-b

.*ms

near

Strobg
it’s long

ii

..t

saying

he

1 r«

Yet

*

the

■

*.u,
in

a

Ethel and Lora Hutchins.

bad word.)

few bice

hon-

shelf;
sod substitutes and

bag

aces

»fae

garden a*playing of her ban’,
tight rubbers; now win her if you

Helen and Hena Littlefield, Maynard and
Hoyt Perkius and Jeannette Wardwell.
SPEC.
Sent. 1.

in t:
» v»

n

e

when

they tried to grab:

e

can.

f.**rt»s Hose in the garden for you, young
ban.
Of

nose is red

The violet's biue:

*■’»«*/
AfiJ

is tfck«4
»o are

you.

Tnder the circumstances this
‘•personal.}

seems

to be

•*Twa» P. Ovidius Nose
bo sent me this on Judge Rose.
Tbs fscu mav be dubious,
^rstnrusr some Keubeous.
Bttt
6o«iebow here everything goes.)
^

Judex Joannet Rota,
vdetaf cum spoea.
Into a bridge-whist game.

Filia, beautiful,
Multum undutiful,
Ad ungue; won the

same.

Brubuii pater;
Brubuit mater.
Coveting the cnp>
Filia repenting}
Amicus relenting^
GM9 gave it tip.

T&e Lady of Brightly came Out in th* rain,
And right bravely trudged in tbs tourney*,
partners, the lubbers, they lost hdr ni ne
rubbers
A“d let her stick fast Oh Ihe Jonrndr

A’ttak«t,

a*tasket, I took my red basket*
And gathered nine rnbbers’in,*
Mistreat Fowler
Krebbiel, the growler,
who fancied the
win.

^idcalm
0

copl^tAK’d

was a big, fat man
who walked a big, fat
al^le,
T° play a match at
bH£ge-whist
Aj1 with a
big, fat sfckMe.
Wok but rubber* ten,

l»o Fob Fear Consumption?
No matter bow chronic
how
your cough or
Jonx *.hroat or lung ailment is. Dr.
yon,
help
5ipw
will
surely
Discovery
« mav
Stillman Green, of
gave yonr life.
I
Col., writes: “Two doctors said
•»«
two
consumption and could not live and
I ug^J Dp. Ring’s New Discovery
*°d well.”
Your money refunded If
*
benefit you. The best home remedy
fa*
or
sough*, coldi> throat and lung troubles5<ic'
Guaranteed by all drug-

yog’s

jUlichite
>£*rs.
i»V,*.lve

wife.

in the garden for you, young

uown
iti

A

Mrs. Cecil Perkins and children have returned home, after spending the summer
with her parents, Frank Hutchins and

,,

man,
A

New telephones have been installed in
of Albert Hutchins, Lewis
Hutchins, Fred Dunbar and Archer Perry.

the homes

high
The following will attend
school at Castiue this fall: Christie Leach,
Nina Grindle, Lora and Haipb Hutchins,

L

*nv:

a

sun*

*
*.

4uite

con-

illness.

Stubbs has returned to her home
in Bucksport, after visiting her cousins,

bwbo live in Pbila..

by

Marion

nv.pfa,
tu

the bouse

the

EAST OBLAAiD.
John Ur»>', 9l Buffalo, N. Y., is visiting
his fafher, Pearl Gray>

Mis» Haael CofBn, Bl Germantow n, Pa.,
is visiting Aliss Dorothy Cook.
Miss Gertrude Mason left Sunday for
•Sew York to enter a hospital to train for

mol”

“You men

so

uncertain.

1 hafe

“I assure you mine surpasses It.'V
I shall b^pect
"Well, then, goodby.

Miss Marian GibB>, who is attending a
business college in Bangor, is at home for

_you early."
Miss Collins waS td ^S) to London
with her people, white Pembroke went
alone.
Oq. the 'bay it seemed to
him that* he had been caught In a
whirlwind that had turned him not only
completely round, but upside down.
What should he do? Accept the slight
and give
upon him as Pembroke
_

vacation.

Mr. Alexander, of Oakland, has
cepted a position with the Penobscot Bay
Electric Co.
ac-

Wardwell Proctor, of Kevere, Mass., are at the Brainerd cottage
for two weeks.

Joseph

are

only ten days. It seems
that my happiness Is too intense to be
real. 1 must be dreaming."
known you

a nurse.

a

and

Prank Brainerd, jr„ gf

porttancli

Conn.,

I put

ecstasy experienced by
spending
back
Effingham, or. as Pembroke, hurl
Frauk Brainetd and wife.
tiie love she had lavished on EffingCummins, who wn\ the guest of
ham? He was not quite sure whether
last
t«> Vusiu, Miss Harriet Parker,
he was a Jilted or an accepted lover.
Portland.
to
returned
has
whek,
When he went to see her in London
and
daughter
Mrs. Florence SWuley
he had not made up his mind what
s
HarBuck
In
she adBarbara, who have been
course he would pursue. When
are at home.
bor the past two months,
vanced to receive him his heart flutSarah Cook, j
Mr. and Airs. Cook, Miss
tered. Throwing her arms about him,
o children left
Mr and Mrs. Aulls and tw
she looked up into his face with a glad
to Germantown,
smile and said:
to-day on their return
how
Pa.
“Oh, George, dearest George,
and daughter, of
happy I am to be with you again!"
Mrs, Harvey Kyder
his

is

v«c»t*,ua *ith

his

viait

parents,

turned home Friday.
Sept. 1. --

way

with her

Browoville, after a short
Farnham and wife,
pereuta, John

re-

“•

liters

‘■I became

pinch.”

salt rheum sets you
Hives, eczema, itch or
clothing.
Oau’t bear the touch of your
crazy.
the most obstinate
Doan's ointment cures
All druggists sell It,
Why suiter?
oases.
-Adpt.

the

"Yes. George.”
“You know"—
“Your personating another to win me
•gain was Just too lovely for anything.
"But—but how did you know?”
“Stnpid: 1 recognized you long before you saw me at all."
“Well, well, what a donkey 1 have
been! Do you know I've been half
the seventh
crazy as myself and In
heaven as the other fellow."
"And Just think. I have been loved
two different men at the same time,

I supan actor?
“How did you become
and other
you studied Shakespeare
hours.” “Not
for many weary
star.
’’
responded the prominent
exactly
a three-base
an actor by making
a

to

“George?”

noae

hit in

Mrs. Louis Cool broth and daughter are
guests at Mrs. W. L. Greenlaw’s.
Miss Edith Silver has gone to Farmington to enter the normal

by

It was delicfcms.’’

1

grandson, called

**

/_Tot.

Chatto and wife have returned to
two weeks at Surry.
Miss Susan Stinson will leave in two

weeks for

Michigan,

to teach in

It Has Been Done, So Scores of
Ellsworth Citizens Say.

normal

s

school.

school.

The

Stinson

Geneva,

are

at

Eliot.

at

All

sisters, Susan, Sara and
hom$ after a summer spent

glad to welcome Capt. A. H.
visiting his father, Capt. Stephen Barbour. Mann and wife back to East Surry after
Mrs. S. B. Xhurlow’ is at Etna on her va- an absence of five years.
Sept. 1.
C.
cation. She Srill aldo visit her son at-

Dfptter.

school.

Mrs. Maynard Stinson, who has been

Hon. Summer P. Mills, of Farmington,
of this town, is visiting his
mother, Mrs. P. H. Mills.

very

formerly

To get rid of
The

are

WEST STONINGTON.
Mrs. Dudley Fifleld is visiting her sister
in North boro.

Miss Annie McKenzie will go to Bingham this week to be assistant teacher|in

high

—»yv«»

REACHING THE SPOT

B. H.

Hon. Obadiab Gardner was a guest this
week of Joseph C. Harmon and wife.
Granville Barbour, of East Boston, is

the

xtoucrtiannent*,

oi

after
j Pittsburg, Pa.,

ill,

is

Mrs. Charles Flye, of Dorchester, Mass.,
who has been with her parentB for a
month, returned home Sunday.
Mrs. L. Pritchard, of Newburyport,

acbing back,

sharp twinges,

You must reach the spot
spot—get at the
In many

get at the

—

cause.

’tie the kidneys.

cases

Doan’s Kidney

Pills

for

are

weak

kidneys.

improving.

Arther Calley and wife have returned to
Boston, after a week with Elmer Calley
and wife.
Aug. 29.
MUM.

an

The tired-out feelings,

Ellsworth citizens testify.

David Fifleld, wife and daughter Elvira
are visiting friends at
Prospect Harbor.

Mrs.

John

Meader, Ellsworth,

Me.,

“For several years my back was
weak and sore and I found it "difficult to

says:

stoop or get up after sitting. I had sharp
pains in my kidneys which felt like kniteMass., who has been the guest of Mrs.
EDEN.
Joseph Jackson, left for her home Wedtbrusts. Until 1 procured Doan’s
Kidney
nesday.
Roland Leland and wife have gone to Pills at Moore’s
Drug Store, nothing did
Nihil.
Sept. 1.
Rockland, where he has employment.
me any good.
This remedy went directly
Mrs. Martha Leland and granddaughter,
WEST BROOKLIN.
to the seat of the trouble and
brought a
Miss Merle Thomas, are visiting in Sulli|(Bertha Carter, of|Boston, is visiting in van.
cure.
I haven’t needed any
kidney medi___

_

town.*

cine

since.

The

endorsement

I

have

Miss Wilda Jordan left
Monday for
Bridges, l^who* has spent, the Pittsfield to
Doan’s Kidney Pills before, still
attend Maine Central insti- given
summer at Sedgwick, iB home.
tute.
holds.’good.”
Max Teitz, who has spent a few'weeks
Mrs. Frances Andrews was the guest reFor sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
in town, returned to Boston Friday.
cently of Mrs. Mary Higgins at Bar Har- Foster-Mil burn Co.,
Buffalo, New York,
Raymond Bridges, who has been visit- bor.
sole agents for the United States.
ing in Aurora and Madison, is home.
Sept. 1.
V.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
Harry Richards, with a friend, of
Between
said
and
done
a
race
visited
his
long
M.
E. Richmay no other.
Camden,
father,
be run.— Cervantes.
ards, recently.
Ray Bridges, who is employed on the
atbcrt^cnuTua.
Bteamer Booth bay, spent a few days last

Gaynell

home.

week at

Sept.

1.

I. J

B.

■

Ayer’s" Pills

1

SUTTON.

Good health demands at least one movement of the bowels each day. Just one
Ayer's Pill at bedtime. Sold lor 60 years.
*
Ash Your Doctor.

Harold Ulmer, of Rockland, is spending
with his aunt, Mrs. W. A.
Freeman.
his vacation

Mrs.

Wilbert A. Rice is home, after

gH After any Sickness

an

JH

absence

of ten weeks among relatives
and friends in Steuben and Sullivan.

Mrs. Earl Stanley^and little daughter
Doris have gone to her
visit her parents,

to

t|ome

Charles

Rice is spending a
grandmother, Mrs. W.

few

days

A.

Rice.

Banking.

to

Means and

wife.

with his

jfg|H

Operation

or

doctors prescribe SCOTT'S
EMULSION—it contains the

vital elements nature craves
repair waste, create pure
blood and build physical strength.
No Alcohol or Opiate

Sedgwick

in

VV. N.

ji

Scott ft Bowne. Bloomfield, N.

SODrrttsnncnta

Is what your money wtll
Invested In shares of the

J._n-g3

Eastern

Steamship
Corporation.

ANODYNE

BB

Countless thousands
of families have found
it to be tiie surest and

§■

quickest remedy tor
Cuts, Wounds, Sore
Throat, 1 hovel Complaint —internal and

MB

BE;
Mi
SB

external ailments.
IN USE OVER

W
103 YEARS
V Its long-continued use is the
P

K

Boston, $4.75, one
$8.50 Round Trip. Bluehill
Boston. $4.50 one way;
$8.00 Round Trip.
Sedgwick aud Boston, $4.00
one way; $7.00 Round

Shares, 81 each. monthly pay

open.

ments, 81 per share,

WHY

PAY

RENT"

when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and Interest togethei
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN
For

X.

HOME.

particulars Inquire of
O. W. Tapley, Sec’v
Tapley Bldg

W. Kora.

President.

Trip.

fgSg

T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor
Harbor.
Northat 2
p m for Seal
Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton,
North Haven and Rockland.
8teamer Boothbay leaves Bluehll) dally at 1 p
m
for South Bluenlil. Brook Un, Deer Isle,
Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland.
Steamer Mlneola leaves Sedgwick 3pm
dally for Herrick’s Landing, South Brooks
vlllc. Fggemoggln, Dlrlg-* and Rockland
Connection is made at Rockland with steamer
for Bosiou.
RETURNING

Enjal ITotuea.

Steamer J.

|B

dally

y[S§
H

east

SB
Wk
V

highest
proof of its merits. Sold everywhere.
25c and 50c Bottlee

now

Harbor and

way;
and

LLINIMENTi
M

is

Stininier Schedule.
Bar

if

NEW SERIES

A

Tjohnsons

earn

feortii Loan and Builflini Ass'ii.

ftailroatis anfc Steamboats.

day tiiey sallri

»!iew that Sue
destined to have a marked effect
upon his subsequent life nnd he had
since realized that he was madly In
love with her. Then he offered her Ills
heart and hand. She hid her face on
his bosom and whispered "Yes."
Pembroke was shocked. It wns not
that he had won the lady from himself. hut that she should show so little
sense of honor In thus deserting one
He expected that
man for another.
she would say something about complications with another lover, but she
maintained silence on the subject, and
lie could see no evidence of the slightest qualm of conscience at her dishonorable conduct
Pembroke, of course, knew where be
eoukl find Miss Collins In London, but I
lie asked for her address and when he
received it put it carefully In his
pocketbook. When they separated It
was understood that he should call the
sveulng of his arrival. The Anal parting took [dace on the upper deck behind a great wind funnel, where there
So exuberant was
was no one to soe.
the caress he received that he went
away as delighted with his success as
Guy Effingham as he was enraged at
the treatment of George Pembroke.
"You’ll not disappoint me tomorrow
Evening/' Xfhe said, ’’will you?
‘‘Certainly not. Why do you doubt

Iva Scott has returned to her home in
Enfield, after spending the summer with
her aunt, Susie Perkins.

c*4«.y Hv ea dealt the cards;
vsibij *11*i. up ,lt her pards;
she to.
i.o
m. she made no slam.
V*t never
«
iu t-re a
#l«**

to

for his second year.

was

barn.

(i-us i, V>«h he ieads an ac^.
Y*ubteer
eutor oo hi* facet
Ss.eev

business

During the shower Friday night, lightning struck and burned Frank Clement's

boot.

to

were

| the

Mrs. Algie Wardwell and son Horace
spent Thursday with her parents.

the ward of heaven?
pay of Theodore Nevin.
;; itrce t.f every suit
s•

Aw

is visiting

Littlefield is out after being

Flora

fined

nuderstaud.

f

of

relatives ber$»

Osu. ;>ta*e. beaus and barley grows.
Hse. Mt«tre*« *. ccbran only knows:
-«t ho* t* get a winning hand

Nsub trie
fluids m

friend,

a

their vacation at
Perkins and wife.

Albert

»ne tau

The word llirtatloti Is generally used
In connection with women, and we do
not associate It with persons on the
lee side of middle age. But both Pembroke and Miss Collins were flirts.
The night before reaching port while
steaming up the channel the captain
gave-Mlss Collins a fictitious account
of himself, stating that he wns related
to a duke; that he had an Income of
£8,000 a year nnd wns going home to
stand for parliament
Having thus prepared the way, he told
tp>X that the moment he saw her on

amending

art*

the home of

—

*ij lair Udy,

d

"''"I-'-

Miss Alice Burns and Leo Sellers, who
have been guests of Dr. M. A. Wardwell
and wife, have returned to Boston.

off the

t ta

Captain George Pembroke of the
royal engineers, when there were British troops stationed th Canada, wrote

more.

another

EAST SURRY.
Cora Turner is at home tor two weeks.
Percy L. Sinclair and family have returned to Auburn.

guest of friends

his vacation here.

seminary

Bert Field, wife and son and Charles
Field, of Heading, Mass., are at the
Mitchell house for two weeks.

Lady?

Ms le s
Hsinsi my

Alle

never

a

Leslie Dow has returned to Bucksport

vacation here with relatives.

rubber in two deal*.
reels; looked like steals.
Siam meek as a lamb

a

ing

Won seven rubbers and toil
the rest.
When he looked upon bit score

Oeorgie Porgle

Mr*. Homer Long is
Bluehill.

David White, of Quincy, Mass., is spend-

Oeorgie Porgle, Baltimore’s beat,

of

Hinckley.

at

(At Mossledge).

,t

Hanley

Uoyd Rice,
*<hpr Sunday.
Aug. 25.

STONINGTON.

Made his score and
away he rnn.
Ten he lost and nine he beat
And then withdrew to his retreat

,urou1

K

COUNTY NEWS.

things

B

V
*

Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast ami
Camden.
Leaves Boston ft p m daily for Rookland, connecting with steamer leaving Rockland 5.15 a m, dally tor Bar Harbor, Bluehll),
Sedgwick and Intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkkuick. Agent, Hloehiil,
E. .J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

Schedule in Effect June 23,

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testqieut of
JAMES 8. DOUGLASS, late of BROOK8-

THE

VILLE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All personshaving
demands against the estate ol said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Oscar L. Tapley.
West Brooksvllle, Aug. 12, 1913.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
JOHN H. LITTLEFIELD, late of PENOB-

THE

SCOT,
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
In the

said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.

1013,

Irvin W. Littlefield.
Portland. Me., Aug. 12,1913.
_
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Bab HARBOR TO BANGOR.
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PM
a m
a M
PM
i1 Si t si
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55 20,.
t« 10 tlO 50 *3 00 ||t4 10 *9 00
Harbor.
,512 30! *4 00 75 20.
Sorrento.. tlO 30
7® 35 150 40 512 40 t4 10;.
Hancock Point-'...
Sullivan. til 05 | 59 80 *4 35,..
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00

PM

§ Sundays only, e Stops only to leave passenf Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
tl Except Monday.
‘Daily, Sundays ingers from east of Washington Junction Sundays,
cluded. |j Sundays leave Bar Harbor 4.15 p m.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
AM
PM
PM |PM
PMlpM
PMjPM
*8 00 *8 88
New York..!.
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WaukeaY'(Sullivan ferry). *77 25
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Ml Dew* Ferry
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*1?

tl 30
«

5 20

»j t»

.1 78

Northeast Harbor
Southwest Harbor.

Manset.
! Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Sunday. 5 Sunonly.

»

« 17 K
40

45

57 15
§7 58

[ 78 4t. 5*

I*
*

§10 10

510

0.

..

.'
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Daily, Sundays included, t Daily, except

D. WAU>R0N-,
General Passenger Agent.
GEORGE 8. HOBBS.
General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

Buoscriuer

nereoy

gives

nonce mm

he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
CHARLES W. SMALLIDGE, late oi
CASTINE.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, andAll persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands againBt the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make pavment immediately.
Hilliard G. Smallidge.
Winter Harbor, Aug 12. I9i3.

X

_

subscriber hereby gives notice that
duly appointed admin-

he has been
THE
istrator of the

estate of

CHARLES
in the

LEIGHTON, late of
BORO,

county

of

Hancock,

GOULDS-

deceased, and

given bonds as the law directs All persons
11 08
having demands against the estate of said de511 15 ceased are desired to present the same for

..

PM

riiuc

settlement, and all indebted thereto are reto make payment immediately.
William F. Bruce.
Prospect Harbor, Aug. 12. 1913.

quested

thal

HE subscriber hereby gives notice
he has been duly appointed administraof the estate of
EDWARD B. HARVEY, late of BUCKSPORT,
and
in the county of Hancock, deceased,
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands agaiust the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imEdward E. Harvey,
meaiately.
Bangor, Me., Aug. 12,1911L_

tor

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HENRY B. HART, late of BROOKSVILLE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands
against the eshaving
said deceased are
desired
to
tate
of
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payIra J. Cousins.
ment immediately.
North Brooksville, Aug. 20,1913.

THE

subscriber hereby

gives notice that

she has been duly appointed executrix of
THE
the last will and testament

ojL-*’''

WINTER HARBOR,
IRA B. FOSS, late of
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. Ail
persons having demands against the estate of
#aid deceased are desired to present the lams
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Franoina A. Harrington.
Aug IS, 1918.

Tabitha
Interferes
"Things Are

“Hurry, please hurry,

end tried to look Into her face, but It
was too dark to distinguish anything
except the pale, cloudy outline of her
veil.
He clncked to the horse, and they
went noiselessly down the road on
At the crossing
rubber tired wheels.
they turned Into the Mllltou highway.
Tabltha was somewhat disturbed at
the success of her maneuver. Sbe bad
planned to elope with Frederick Lee
and at a convenient opportunity, perhaps In the very presence of the waiting minister, she would disclose her
identity and “give Frederick a piece of
her mind.” Vet, somehow, tn spite of
her disguise and the darkness of the
night, Frederick seemed suspicions of
her. If be had been sure It was Agatha, the girl so soon to become his
wife, would he not being an ordinary
young man. have placed his arm about
her or at least saluted bar with a kiss?
Out of the fullnesa of her own past
romance Tabltha told herself be would
have done all thee* things, yet there
they sat speechless, slowly driving Into
Mlllton to he married, or at least Frederick expected to be.
“Where are we going T' asked the
man suddenly as they turned Into a
sparsely settled section on the outskirts of Mlllton.
“Do you mean to say you don’t
know?" shrilled Tabltha through the
t
folds of white chiffon.
“Of course not." His voice was Indignant "Y'ou're Tabltha Campbell's
*»niece, aren’t you?"

Frederick Lee was murmuring to pretty Agatha, her niece,
“It’s my duty by a motherless girl,"
said Tabitha defiantly to her conscience, and she turned her good ear
close to the curtains sagging against
the open window.
“Tomorrow night, then,” said Frederick wl'.b a long sigh of relief.
“Tee," assented Agatha timorously.
"At II o’clock. Surely 7”
"Tea."
“I'll drive you to Mlllton, and the
minister there ■will"-His words drifted Into an Indistinct murmur as the
wind rushed through the garden and
stirred the syrtnga bushes.
Tabitha arose and went Into the sitting room, where she blinked at the
lighted lamp She was a little, hard
woman
with
black eyed
featured
white hair and sprightly movements
that made her appear even younger
Now her black
than her fifty years.
eyes snapped with anger as she sat
down in a rocking chair and picked

knitting.

came In and locked the front
When she appeared In the sitting room her bine eyes were very
bright and a pink flush etalned her

Agatha

door.

—»
usually pale checks.
1 thought I told you I wouldn't have
Jacob Lee’s boy running here," snapW0 Tabitha.

pwdgatha

was silent
“Has he got a job?" pursued Tabitha.
“Yes. I told you his father had taken
him Into the bank," replied Agatha
spiritedly. "Frederick la—Is—nice. I
don’t see why yon dls-dlsllke him so.
Aunt Tab.”

»

LU

A11B9

K.-O.UII) Wll,

“If you would only tell me. Just tell
what It U you have against him.
Aunt Tab, I might understand."
“It’s all in the past," murmured Tabltha somewhat vaguely. Her cheeks
reddened os If at some unpleasant
memory.
“It's not fair to keep me In the dark,
and I shall never believe one word
against him nnlees yon prove It eo
there!"
Agatha whirled ont of the
room and up the stairs Into her own
little room overhead.
What Agatha did not know was that
once upon a time Tabltha had been a
black eyed beauty engaged to marry
Jacob Lee.
Bat Jacob had proved a
fickle lover, and when he took a bride
to his home It was a handsome girl
from kflllton who had money In her
own right That Jacob’s wife died and
left him with little Frederick three
years after the marriage did not move
Tabltha Campbell to pity.
In the
meantime her hair had whitened and
her face grown sharp and peaked.
Now she became the village dressmaker, and when Agatha came to live
with her every one said how nice It
was that Tabltha would not be alone.
Now Agatha waa planning to elope
with Frederick Lee.
Tabltha's eyes burned strangely In
the darkness as she thonght of these
me

The next day passed quietly, as USUAL Tabltha sewed busily In her sharp.
Jerky way In the room devoted to her
work.
Several customers came and
tried on garments and looked over the
pile of fashion books on the table or

on

the sewing

machine In the corner.
As evening drew near the two womTa tilen became distinctly nervous.
ths cut Mrs. Demmefs gray cashmere
into a three piece skirt by a twenty
two Inch waist pattern when Mrs.
Demmet measured thirty-four Inches
$nd was proportlonstely massive It
was characteristic of Tabltha's mood
that she first threw the mangled cashmere across the room with the scissors
flying In Us wake Then she picked
them up and. tucking the cashmere under her arm, went grimly forth to Interview Mrs. Demmet
When bedtime came Agatha came
and placed her arms around Tabltha's
neck. The astonished spinster did not
move but silently endured the embrace and If there were tears In ner
hard eyes the girl did not see them.
She went to the door and turned a
wistful gaze on the older woman.
"I’m sorry you don’t like him," she
said painfully, and went slowly upstairs.
Tabltba put out the light and went
silently about her preparations. She
went upstairs and closed the door of
her bedroom and then returned to the
sitting room to envelop herself In a
long gray cloak and tie a white chiffon veil over her face and hair. She
slipped out of the side door and went
across the grass to an opening in the
boxwood hedge that bordered the garden.
Standing outside there on the
path In the sbudow of the maple trees,
the awaited the coming of Agatha’s
lover.
Clouds were drifting overhead, and
now and then the moon peeped out.
The little house lay In deep shadow.
Presently the church clock struck 11,
and at the same Instant came the
A
sound of hoofs on the sandy road.
covered buggy came slowly along, and
the horse stopped in front of Tabltha’s

gate.

coiuqce wu
top eo that

driver let down the baggy
the moonlight fell on Tabltha'i face.
Gently be nutted the white veil while
she sat tn frosen silence. When It bad
fallen about her shoulders In a swirling cloud be leaned forward, and she
saw that It was Indeed Jacob Lee.
“Tell me all about It. Tabltha." he
said gently. "Too are In trouble."
Tabltha caught her breath—why. It
was all Just as though the dreary
years had not come between them. Jacob was speaking In his old antborttive tone.
She told him the story of the pro-

jected elopement

|

To vote

a

Split Ticket,

“You mean—you mean that you were
set against my boy?" he asked In a
stunned tone.
Tabltha was silent
“WelL" he drew a deep breath. “If
you've held resentment all these years,
Thb. why. you must have cared, although somebody told me that you
were tired of me.
WelL that doesn't
House me for what 1 did. but I've bad
years enough to think It all over and
to be ashamed of the part 1 played."
Still Tabltha was silent
“If you—^hy. perhaps you—Tabltha,
to you still care after all these years?”
How wonderfully tender was his
voice!
“I don't know,” quavered Tabltha,
“but I've been so lonely, and It seems
good for you to be here."
“Then It Is all right Tab." he cried
jayly. His arm slipped around her,
and she fell naturally into the curve of
It “We will nave some happy years
yet if God Is willing. I guess we met
Fred and Agatha In the woods. They
Shall
must be married by this time.
we drive on to meet them and tell
Fred how near he came to eloping
with you?” He laughed softly.
“Yes, do.' whispered Tabltha meekly. “And you can tell him 1 decided
to elope with his father instead.”
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REPUBLICAN
For Representative

to

PROGRESSIVE

DEMOCRAT

Congress

For Representative to

JOHN A. PETERS

For Representative to

Congress

SOCIALIST
For

Congress

EDWARD M.
LAWRENCE
of Lubec

W. R. PATTAXGALL
of Waterville

of Ellsworth

demonstrated at a recent electrical exhibition given by tbe University of Illinois. Tbe eggs were placed
In an ordinary frying pan. and tbe
frying pan was placed on a pile at
cracked Ice on a kitchen table. Eggs
were fried nicely, though It took longer
than when a stove la used. No wires
were In sight The frying pan bad no
electrical connections and could be
taken up and replaced at wfU.
Under tbe table was the secret an
electromagnet Even with the secret
divulged, the trick was wonderful
enough, for between the frying pan
and the magnet was a pile of Ice and
the board table top. neither of which
was affected excepting by tbe heat sent
down from the trying pan.
A peculiar but simple principle of
electricity was used. An electromagnet as Is generally known. Is a horseshoe shaped bar of Iron, with colls of
wire wound round each arm of tbe
horseshoe.
When a current of electricity Is sent
through the colls of wire the horseshoe
becomes a magnet and will attract and
firmly grip any bit of Iron placed near
tbe ends of tbe arms or poles. This
applies to a direct current of electric-

Representative

WILLIAM

to

Congress

W. WYER
of

Augusta

STATE OF MAINE.

If, however, an alternating current of electricity la sent through tbe
colls any Iron Dear tbe magnet poles
Is he&JV'l by wbat ard called “eddy

The

following

currents."’'
In the egg frying

trick the magnet
was placed under the table, and an
alternating current waa tent through
the colls.--Saturday Evening Post.
Caustlo John
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Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying
or specimen ballot, jive to one hundred dollars
jine.
J. E.

a

list of

can-

ALEXANDER, Secretary

of Stale.

If you wish to vote for either one or both of the amendments, place a cross X in the square
over the question for which you wish to vote.
If you are opposed to either
one or both of the questions, place a cross X in the square marked No over the
question

marked Yes

which you wish to vote

against.

Question No.

yes
j

It has been proposed, by a resolution of the
legislature,
that section eight of article nine of the constitution he
amended so that it will read as follows:
‘Section 8. All taxes upon real and personal estate assessed
by authority
of this state shall be apportioned and assessed
equally, according to the just
value thereof; but the legislature shall have
to
a
levy tax upon Inpower
tangible personal property at such rate as it deems wise and equitable
without regard to the rate applied to other classes of
property.'

j
1

i.
NO

“““‘“'"""“I

Those in favor of this amendment will

opposed

will

place

a cross

X

ing

place

a

cross

X in

the square marked Ye*.

Th

-e

hi the square marked No.

‘‘Shall the constitution be ammended

as

proposed by

a

resolution of the

legislature provid-

for the classification of property for purposes of taxation?”

Question No.

--

Advlcs to a Husband.

Don't kick because you bave to butBe glad your
ton your wife’s waist.
wife baa a waist aud doubly glad you
have a wife to button a waist for.
Borne men’s wives bave no waists to
Some men’s wives’ waists
button.
Some
bave no buttons on to button.
men’s wives’ waists wblcb have buttons on to button don’t care a button
whether they are buttoned or not.
Borne men don’t have any wives with
buttons on to button.—Ladles’ Home
■Innrnal

2.

YE8

It hds also been proposed

“if you don't mend your ways you
may be glad of any excuse to eon^

to

amend section

ten of the constitution so that

it

w

two of

article

ill read as follows:

•Section 2. The legislature, whenever two-third* 'of both houses shall
deem it necessary, may propose amendments tc this constitution: and,
when any amendments shall be so agreed upon, a resolution shall be
passed and sent to the selectmen of the several towns, and the assessors
ot the several plantations, empowering am! directing them to notify the
Inhnbitaets of their respective towns and plantations in the rnanuer prescribed by law at the next biennia! meetings
in the month of September or to meet in the manner prescribed by law for calling and holding biennial meetings of
said inhabitants for the election of senators and representatives, on the second Monday in September following the
it
passage of said resolve, to give in their votes on the question, whether such amendment shall be made: anJ
shall appear that a majority of the inhabitants voting on the question are in favor of such amendment, it shall become a part of this constitution.’

Those in favor of this amendment will

opposed

will

place

a cross

X

m

place

a cross

X

in the square marked

Yes, and

those

the square marked No.

XUbrrt term rata,

“Shall the constitution be amended

“AILING’’

amendments to the constitution to

Common Expression,
I
A common mittake of local advertisers
and is usually an indication of some
serious sickness that will soon develop it to eetimate the value of adverliting
unless the right remedy is used.
tpace of one newtpaper by the amount
There is one sure, safe remedy for asked by tome other publication.
It it a
HeadSick
Biliousness,
Dyspepsia,
mittake of judgment for a business man I
ache, Constipation and Colds in the to eetimate the value of tpace in a repufirst stages.
table newtpaper with a good circulation
The True “L. F.” Atwood s Mediwhich
cine, used and proved for over 80 years. by that of tome other publication
will accept business at any price and be
Here is one of the proofs:
“I owe my existence here the past pleated to get {(.—Leavenworth (Kansas;
eight years to this wonderful combi- Times.
nation of roots, barks and herbs, the
True ’L. F.’ Atwood’s Medicine."
Mrs. O. M. Harrison,
The newtpaper which hat no uniform
Brewer. Me.
rate for advertiting tpace, and it talivIf you have never used "L. P.” Atto take what it can get for it, is a
wood’s Medicine, write to-day for a fed
cheap advertiting medium, and the adfree sample.
“L. F.” MEDICIXE CO., Portland, vertiser need expect nothing but cheap
results.—Lawrence burg find.) Press.
Me.
Is

September 8,
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to bo

told about John

Brlghfs cattle repartees In private
This storf. *«y» the British
life.
"*»
Weekly. Is true:
*T should like to come back to this
world In fifty fsar? to see what
changes have happened 10 r
said a gentleman to Mr. Bright.
“My good sir," replied Mr. Bright
back."

are

didates

ity.

I
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straight Ticket,

Secretary of

as was

“That was my son's voice, and hd
was talking to Agatha
Campbell,” he
laid sternly.
“Now, who are you 7“
Tabltha stiffened.
“1 am Tabltha
Campbell." she said haughtily.
pxaruiqefj {be tissue paper patterns ! “Good heavens!"
exclaimed the man.
f>lnne<l on a tape along the wall Aga- 1
They rode on la alienee. When they
tea did the housework deftly god beiront oi

a

By the Un of • Psoullsr but Blmplo
Prinelplo of Elsctrlcity.
Frying eggs on ice Is entirely feasible,

spoke:

were in

To vote

EGGS FRIED ON ICE.

Intonation, and that other was Frederick's father.
"Well. Agatha Campbell," said Jacob
Lee kindly, “what do you wantl You
asked me to carry you to Mlllton.
and when we arrive you will not tell
me where you want to go. Now. there
Is something queer about this, and I'm
going to take you back to Farm dale
and straight to your aunt" lie spoke
with an air of authority and at the
same moment turned the horse about
and went back over the road they had
traveled.
Tabltha sat crushed and stunned In
the corner, shrinking away from her
old lover.
What would he say If be
knew she—Tabltha—wbs there beside
him! They rode together twenty-8ve
years ago. and since then they had
passed each other with averted faces.
Swiftly they rolled along through the
wooded way until a carriage approaching from tlie opposite direction caused
them to turn aside Into the thicket to
permit the other vehicle to pass
The other carriage struck a "Thank
yon ma'am." and a girlish shriek
startled
them.
“Don't be afraid.
Agatha." said Frederick's tender voice.
Then they were gone.
After awhile Tabltha’* companion

things.

Congressional District.

J. E. ALEXANDER,

WUIBIWIWJ

Tabltha, a great fear clutching at her
heart for the voice waa that of Frederick Lee, but It held deeper, richer
notes.
Frederick's
would
Ferhape
reach that pitch some day If he lived
long enough. There waa only one other
who could have spoken with that same

in the Third

September 8, 1913,

Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying alist of candidates or specimen ballot
five to one hundred dollars fine.

1 shall go

grimly.
“Mlllton, of course," snapped Tabltha so sharply that be leaned down

From her seat behind the parlor curlistened
Tabitha
Campbell
shamelessly to the words that young

.tween whiles stitched

List of Candidates nominated to be voted for

bock.'"
“All right. I suppose you know
where you're going,” said the man

tains

some

or

S5bftti»entrat«.

j

STATE OF nAINE.

him desperately.

Not What They Seem”

By ADELAIDE BURNHAM

up

Sl>t)rrt<6cmmts.

Ih an instant sbe bad reached the
vehicle end had climbed Into Its dark
A man's startled voice at
Interior.
tered a sharp exclamation of surprise.
“Hurry!’" whispered Tabltha. “Get
Sbe Is comaway as fast as you can.
ing after me."
“Buf— began the familiar voice of
Frederick Lee, and Tabltha bashed

as

proposed by

be voted upon

a

at

resolution of the legislature permitting
regular elections?”
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